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Abstract

Neuroeconomic models take economic theory literally, interpreting hypothesized quantities

as observables in the brain in order to provide insight into choice behaviour. This thesis

develops a model of the neural decision process in strategic games with a unique mixed

strategy equilibrium. In such games, players face both an incentive to best-respond to val-

uations and to act unpredictably. Similarly, we model choice as the result of the interaction

between action value and the noise inherent in networks of spiking neurons. Our neural

model generates any ratio of choices through the specification of action value, including the

equilibrium ratio, and provides an explanation for why we observe equilibrium behaviour in

some contexts and not others. The model generalizes to a random-utility model which gives

a structural specification to the error term and makes action value observable in the spike

rates of neurons. Action value is measured in the spike activity of the Superior Colliculus

(SC) while monkeys play a saccade version of matching pennies. We find SC activity pre-

dicts upcoming choices and is influenced by the history of events in the game, correlating

with a behaviourally-established model of learning, and choice simulations based on neu-

ral measures of value exhibit similar biases to our behavioural data. A neural measure of

value yields a glimpse at how valuations are updated in response to new information and

compared stochastically, providing us with unique insight into modelling choice in strategic

games.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the past fifteen years, a group of neuroscientists, economists, and psychologists

under the label of neuroeconomics have been working to understand how the brain

makes decisions. This work has involved both mapping the brain regions involved in

decision-making and modelling the dynamic process of a decision all the way from

its sensory input to its execution as a motor action. As part of this process, neural

signals have been uncovered that are strikingly similar to the quantities hypothesized

in “as-if” modelling found in economic theory (Dorris and Glimcher, 2004; Padoa-

Schioppa and Assad, 2006; Lee, 2008; Kable and Glimcher, 2010).1

As a result, neuroeconomists have begun taking economic models literally, treating

them as “because” models in which an arrow of causation runs from the sensory

environment, through a valuation and comparison process, to choice (Glimcher, 2011).

In doing so, neuroeconomic models expand our set of potential data sources and allow

1This should not be surprising. Although many economists will argue that the assumptions and
hypothesized relationships in their models need not be literally true, they are often derived from
intuition or observation of real economic phenomena. It would be more surprising if neuroeconomists
had not found these correlations.
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us to model the primitives of economic theory directly (Caplin, 2008).

The goal of this thesis is to develop a model of the neural decision process for a

player in a strategic game. In the process, we will derive a neural measure of value

and explore how valuations are updated in response to new information, a process

referred to in the economics literature as learning. The interaction between this value

updating process and our neural decision model will help us understand how and

when players arrive at equilibrium behaviour.

Some authors have questioned whether the expansion of economic theory to neural

data is relevant or useful for economic inquiry (Gul and Pesendorfer, 2008; Bernheim,

2009). As Bernheim notes, once we know that a consumer prefers lower priced milk

to higher priced milk, our model does not need to observe the neurons which caused

the hand to reach for the lower priced milk. While understanding that the phys-

iological process may, in itself, be of interest to a neuroeconomist, the benefit of

neuroeconomics is in improving our models of economic decision making when we do

not know the true choice model.

1.1 Improving Behavioural Models of Choice

Our view can be most clearly expressed by expanding on the framework laid out in

Bernheim (2009). We wish to understand how an individual’s choice y is causally in-

fluenced by some factors x in the economic environment. These factors include all the

relevant observables familiar to economists (i.e.: the choice set, prices, demographics,

income, etc). In the context of a strategic game, y would be the strategy selection

and the x variables would include the previous history of play and any additional

information the player uses to evaluate the strategies. However we also allow that the

2



decision can be influenced by a set of unobservable factors ε which includes variables

that are measured by neuroeconomists such as neural states.

The relationship between these factors and the choice is captured by the function

f():

y = f(x, ε) (1.1)

The behavioural model f() allows us to make predictions about how choices should

respond to changes in the environment. Typically, economists treat the variables

in ε as noise, and estimate the partial effects of each of the variables in x. For

instance, a linear specification of f(x) would be xβ + ε. In a strategic game where

the strategy choice y is a discrete variable, f(x) would additionally incorporate a

non-linear translation of the model into a probability of choosing y.

Alternatively, the neuroeconomist attempts to understand the function f() by

observing neural variables z which were previously unobservable. The observable

neural variables are influenced both by the environmental factors x and unobservables

η through the function Z().

z = Z(x, η). (1.2)

An interpretation of Z() can be a physiological utility, the process by which our

brain evaluates relevant choice options in x. However it can also include factors

independent of the elements in the choice set such as our neural capabilities as a

function of our age, cognitive load, how long we have been awake, our mental health,

or which brain areas we are using to implement the decision (if observed).

3



We should make note of the relationship between our neural unobservable η and

the unobservables in ε which Bernheim did not draw. The behavioural error term ε

captures all unobserved factors (including neural variables) which influence the deci-

sion. The term η is a component of ε which has an observable neural representation;

η (or at least its distribution) is measurable in neural data. Importantly, there may

be components of η which have no environmental equivalent. These can include the

cognitive system(s) the brain is using to make the decision (if unobserved), and noise

inherent to neural processing. All unobserved variables which do not have an in-

fluence on z are included in ω, including both environmental and neural variables.

Together, η and ω fully constitute the distribution of ε.

Choice is the result of the interaction between z, x, and ω, which is captured by

the function Y (). Understanding Y () is the goal of neuroeconomics; it details how

environmental variables, neural states, and unobservables come together to determine

a choice.

y = Y (z, x, ω) (1.3)

= Y (Z(x, η), x, ω) (1.4)

In principle, anything the neuroeconomist learns about the (neural) decision pro-

cess Y () will be reflected in the purely behavioural function f() tying choices to

observables in the environment.

f(x, ε) = y = Y (Z(x, η), x, ω) (1.5)
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The implication of this identity is stark. Once we know the correct behavioural

function f(), the neural variables are redundant: x and the unobservables which

form ε go in, and a choice y comes out. This is what Bernheim was referring to

with the redundancy of observing the neurons which caused the hand to choose the

lower priced milk. We agree on this point; the economic model is simply a reduced

form of the structural neuroeconomic model. However instead of this identity being

a condemnation of neuroeconomics, it is its biggest strength. Observing the role the

behavioural function f() plays in the methodology is not the same as knowing what

f() is. Economists readily acknowledge that we do not completely understand f() in a

wide variety of choice contexts; this is the goal of research in behavioural/experimental

economics and decision theory.

The first implication of the equivalence between neuroeconomic and economic

modelling is that any economic model which posits a reduced-form g() that does

not agree with known neuroeconomic results can not be the “correct” model (ie:

g() 6= f()). It will not make the correct choice prediction when confronted with

enough data or choice contexts because it is not equivalent to Y (). The flip side of

this argument is that knowledge of the neural decision process Y () can directly identify

the impact x will have on the choice through Z() because it provides an alternative

means of characterizing the behavioural relationship. There may be some variables

currently in ε that should be moved to x. Knowledge of Y () will identify influential

variables in z for which we may find environmental counterparts. In addition, the

behavioural function f() requires us to write down a distribution for ε. We can gain

insight on how to characterize this distribution through its component distribution

η. The functional form of f() may present difficulties in estimating the relevant
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parameters using discrete choice data in finite samples that Y () or Z() do not suffer

from; continuous neural variables may improve econometric performance. We also

have to consider that as f() becomes more complex, the choice axioms and revealed

preference theorem that we use to falsify it become exceedingly difficult theoretical

problems. In all of these cases, knowledge of Y () can help us understand and build a

better model of choice precisely because of the identity in equation 1.5.

1.2 The Contribution of this Thesis

Neuroeconomics has offered two avenues of approach detailing how knowledge of Y ()

and Z() lead to a better understanding of behaviour. The first approach attempts

to identify the roles of different brain systems in decision making, providing clues

to the appropriate behavioural model when those systems are active in other, more

complex, decisions. Examples of such work include bidding in auctions (Delgado,

Schotter, Ozbay, and Phelps, 2008) and the existence of other-regarding preferences

(Fehr and Camerer, 2007).

The second approach, which we will follow in this thesis, attempts to directly

measure the valuation of all options in the choice set and model how these valuations

interact to generate a choice. Limited only by the number of distinct neural locations

in which we can record, instead of painstakingly mapping the preference relation

through a repetition of binary comparisons in which we assume it remains constant, it

is mapped instantaneously on one trial. This is an advantage in environments where

the preference relation changes in response to new information, such as repeated

strategic interaction.

In Chapter 2, we review the literature on strategic interaction in games with a
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unique mixed strategy equilibrium, and focus on the role learning plays in explaining

behaviour in these games. In such an environment, where valuations or beliefs are

being updated and decision makers have conflicting incentives, neural data will allow

us to observe the updating process for each choice variable simultaneously. Our data

is the continuous variable of value, not the discrete variable of choices in which at any

instant in time only a partial ordering can be inferred and a potential econometric

mess awaits. To close the chapter, we provide an example of how a neural measure of

valuation will improve our understanding of the learning process through improving

the econometric performance of a general class of learning models, the Experience

Weighted Attraction (EWA) learning model of Camerer and Ho (1999).

In Chapter 3, we begin deriving a neural measure of the valuation of actions

in a strategic game. Our goal is to demonstrate that neural activity has some of

the important features we would expect of a valuation signal. An initial empirical

requirement for such a signal is that neural activity is correlated with the choice

outcome, and if feasible, that the neural activity is causal. We will see evidence

that neural activity in the Superior Colliculus fulfills the former requirement and

present a strong argument for the latter. A further requirement for a neural valuation

signal is that it responds to changes in the environment in a manner predicted by

our established behavioural models. In the context of a strategic game, this means

exploring how the neural signal responds to changes in the history of the game. To this

end, we demonstrate that neural signals correlate with behavioural estimates of EWA

action values. While fully acknowledging these behavioural estimates suffer from some

of the empirical issues we point out in chapter 2, the further the behavioural estimates

are from their true values only make a correlation with neural activity more unlikely.
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Our goal is simply to point out that the neural signal behaves in a manner that our

best-guess behavioural models expect it to. We also address the role the Superior

Colliculus plays in the neural decision process and its contribution to learning in

conjunction with other known brain areas.

Having established that neural activity in the Superior Colliculus (SC) has the

features of a valuation signal, in Chapter 4 we outline a model of the neural decision

process which allows us to measure these valuations. Our model of the neural decision

process outlines how an observable action value signal leads to stochastic choice in

a strategic game. We model choice as the result of a competition between groups of

noisy neurons and this competition is biased by the subject’s valuation of each action.

This valuation is modelled as exogenous neural input from other brain areas, therefore

the valuation of each action becomes observable in the SC spike data including actions

that were not chosen. We demonstrate how our neural model generalizes to a random-

utility model in which the distribution of utility perturbations is derived from the

distribution of neural spikes and we investigate properties of this distribution that

have important implications for models of choice in strategic games. We find our

choice predictions derived from our neural valuations exhibit similar biases to those

present in our behavioural data, and our measure of action value provides insight for

why we observe equilibrium behaviour in some contexts, but not others.

Our work represents a step in a better understanding of the functions Y() and

Z(), therefore choices, in a strategic environment. Once we have achieved a new

model of how valuations are updated in response to new information, it will in all

likelihood be reducible to a behavioural model and testable via choices provided large

enough samples and careful experimental design. We are not at odds with Bernheim
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or Gul and Pesendorfer on this point. The question is how we arrive at such a model.

Introspection and economic intuition have gotten us far, but a quantitative analysis

of the decision making process will help.
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Chapter 2

Choice in Strategic Games and the

Role of Neural Data

The ability to measure and model the neural representations of value will enhance our

understanding of how these valuations are updated in response to new information,

a process defined by economists as “learning”. In the past twenty years, learning has

become more pervasive in economics in large part as a means for justifying equilibrium

analysis, most notably in the literature on strategic games. In this chapter, we will

review this literature, with particular focus on games with a unique mixed strategy

equilibrium. We will see that a stochastic version of Nash Equilibrium, Quantal

Response Equilibrium (QRE), improves upon the deterministic Nash prediction in

these games. Where QRE fails there is broad consensus that learning processes are a

useful description of behaviour, however the form or specification of learning model

is still an open question and important econometric issues remain to be addressed.

This creates an opportunity for neuroeconomics. The ability to measure and

model valuations on a trial-by-trial basis provides us with unique insight into how
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players choose strategies in response to the history of the game. As an example of

this capability, section 2.3 demonstrates by means of simulation how a measure of

valuation improves a well-known model of learning in economics, the EWA model

of Camerer and Ho (1999). Instead of EWA being identified on the probability of

observing a discrete choice, it is identified directly on continuous neural valuations,

significantly improving its econometric performance.

2.1 Equilibrium Behaviour in Games

The rise of experimental economics in the past half-century has provided an impor-

tant test-bed for game theory in non-market transactions. Well-known anomalies

include cooperation in the one-shot prisoner’s dilemma, equitable offers in the ul-

timatum game, a strict failure to randomize in non-cooperative games with unique

mixed equilibria, and a general failure to backwards induct and play sub-game perfect

equilibria (see Camerer (2003) for a survey). Although many of these results are still

actively debated, both at the empirical level and for their theoretical implications

(Binmore, 2006), the resulting literature on the empirical relevance of game theory

has focused on whether equilibrium analysis is appropriate and how players arrive at

equilibrium.

In beginning to tackle these issues, Kreps (1990) noted that an equilibrium analysis

places impossibly strict assumptions on the rationality and knowledge of players.

Specifically, he identified three required conditions:

1. Every player maximizes perfectly and completely against the strategies of his

opponents.
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2. The character of these opponents and their strategies are perfectly known. 1

3. Players are able to evaluate all of their options.

When spelled out so clearly, these conditions are a high bar and the appropriate-

ness of an equilibrium analysis depends on how well these conditions are approximated

in the economic interaction under study. Certainly there are contexts, such as profes-

sional athletes trained from a young age in high stakes competition, or floor traders

on the NYSE, in which these conditions are most likely to be fulfilled. There is much

incentive and resource for these agents to seek out every advantage possible and a

failure to do so would suggest the players are maladapted to their environment. But

one can also think of a multitude of reasons why Kreps’ conditions can fail in a partic-

ular situation, population, or trial of a game. Perhaps the player cannot process all of

the information in the game, is inexperienced and makes mistakes, has not observed

enough past plays of the game to form a reasonably correct belief about the other

players types or strategies, or is simply less able. In the context of laboratory exper-

iments, Binmore (2006) echoes this view with three conditions for when we should

expect to see equilibrium: (1) the game is simple and presented to the subjects in a

user-friendly manner, (2) the subjects are paid adequately for performing well, and

(3) sufficient time is available for trial-and-error learning. We can begin to see how

the context in which the player is playing the game can significantly affect equilibrium

behaviour.

1Or, for games with incomplete information, any uncertainty in the mind of one player about
another player’s character is ’fully appreciated’ by all the players in the game, and the strategy of
the second player as a function of his uncertain character is known to all.
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2.1.1 Games with a Unique Mixed Strategy Equilibrium

To expand on the applicability of equilibrium further, we focus on games with a unique

mixed strategy equilibrium. The most common examples are zero-sum games, such

as rock-paper-scissors, in which a win for one player constitutes a loss for another. In

these games, each player has incentive to disguise their strategy choice by acting un-

predictably, yet at the same time best-respond to their prediction of their opponent’s

behaviour. The NE prediction is that a player will mix randomly over their actions

according to some distribution as long as their opponent(s) does likewise, however

mixed strategy equilibria have the peculiar property that a player’s choice in equilib-

rium does not depend on his own payoffs. In equilibrium, players are indifferent to all

strategy profiles, yet players choose to randomize over their pure strategies precisely

to make their opponent indifferent. Mixed strategy equilibria are therefore unstable

(Harsanyi, 1973).

The empirical literature on whether equilibrium is achieved in these games is still

very much an open debate and potentially depends on the ability of players, their

experience with the game or strategic interaction in general, and the context in which

they are playing the game (laboratory vs. field). Since we observe a discrete strategy

selection and not the mixing probabilities, studies generally have pairs of opponents

play repeated trials and report the empirical distribution of strategy selection. In

laboratory experiments, to ensure the environment mimics a one-shot game as closely

as possible, players are anonymously randomly matched so that the incentives to

influence future play are governed by the probability of re-playing the same opponent.

Studies conducted on professional athletes using data collected from high-level

competition are the most favourable to the equilibrium prediction. In the first such
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study, Walker and Wooders (2001) collected data on serve locations from ten profes-

sional tennis matches featuring elite players. Though it is not possible to know the

true payoff matrix, therefore the predicted marginal distributions in these types of

field experiments, equilibrium still predicts that the winning percentages for serves

to the left should match serves to the right. This is indeed what Walker and Wood-

ers found. Using a larger sample, Hsu, Huang, and Tang (2007) also rejected serial

dependence in the sequence of serve choices, suggesting that these professionals are

indeed randomizing. Equilibrium results have been verified by Chiappori, Levitt,

and Groseclose (2002) and Palacios-Huerta (2003) in studies using professional soccer

players taking penalty kicks, including both equalization of scoring probabilities and

serial independence.2

The evidence from laboratory studies is less favourable. Studies consistently find

that players arrive at a distribution near, though significantly different from, the NE

prediction (O’Neill, 1987; Brown and Rosenthal, 1990; Rapoport and Boebel, 1992;

Mookherjee and Sopher, 1994, 1997; Ochs, 1995; Binmore, Swierzbinski, and Proulx,

2001; Shachat, 2002). For a survey, see Camerer (2003). Moreover, there remains sig-

nificant temporal dependence in choices contrary to the prediction of randomization.3

These “non-professional” players tend to over-alternate their choices and interestingly,

this phenomenon remains even when players are given the explicit option of choosing

to randomize according to the equilibrium mixing distribution (Shachat, 2002).

Taken together, the field and laboratory studies suggest that professionals play

2Since the penalty kicks in these datasets take place days or weeks apart, serial independence is
not as surprising relative to the short interval found with serve choices.

3Though Binmore, Swierzbinski, and Proulx (2001) observe similar results to these other studies,
their analysis uses a weaker test of the marginal empirical distribution and they interpret temporal
dependence as evidence for equilibrium by means of a learning process. In this regard, we fully
endorse their conclusions. Our main point here is to draw attention to the discrepancy between
professional and non-professional play, not what constitutes the empirical definition of equilibrium.
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Nash strategies in the field, while non-professionals in the lab, strictly, do not. Two

factors may play a role in these observations: i) the familiarity or inherent ability of

subjects with strategic interaction in general and successful strategies in particular,

captured in the composition of the subject pool (professional vs. unprofessionals), or

ii) the strategic environment itself (tennis serves vs. laboratory games) including the

stakes of the game. The first reflects ability in strategic interaction, perhaps learned

or perhaps innate, while the second relates to how this knowledge is transferred across

context.

In an effort to begin distinguishing between these two, perhaps complementary,

factors, two recent studies have brought professionals into the laboratory with mixed

results. Palacios-Huerta and Volij (2008) have both professionals and students play

a laboratory version of the penalty kick game as well as a version of the O’Neill

(1987) Joker game. In a stark departure from other laboratory studies, they find that

professionals match the equilibrium marginal and joint densities, and play sequences

that are serially uncorrelated, in both a lab version of the penalty kick game (in which

they presumably have direct experience) and the joker game (in which they are able

to transfer this experience). However, in a re-analysis Wooders (2010) notes that

even though the correct distributions are played by the professionals, the distribution

of choices is in fact too close to the equilibrium prediction with too few statistical

outliers. Professionals who over(under)-play a strategy at the beginning of the game

tend to reverse this trend at the end of the game, yielding choice sequences which are

not independent. A second study, undertaken by Levitt, List, and Reiley (2010), fails

to find evidence that both professional soccer players and professional poker players

play the NE distributions in the Joker game. Though it seems that the questions
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relating how experience is transferred across game context remain unanswered, it is

clear there are factors which differ between professionals and non-professionals, or

the context in which they are playing the game, which has a significant impact on

whether we observe mixed equilibria or not.

2.1.2 Quantal Response Equilibrium

In response to the struggles with NE in the laboratory, an alternative equilibrium

concept has been proposed which has fared better in describing play. In a Quantal

Response Equilibrium (QRE) (McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995), players choose strategies

according to their expected utility, similar to NE, but do so in a stochastic manner.

In its common formulation, choice is modelled by an expected utility perturbed by

an error term in the same manner as random utility models (McFadden, 1974), and

importantly, players assume that other agent’s utilities are perturbed as well.

Formally, let uij(p) be player i’s expected utility for strategy j ∈ Ji over ∆, the

set of probability measures on the strategy space. The perturbed utility is given by

ûij(p) = uij(p) + εij (2.1)

where ε is i.i.d extreme value. The probability that player i will play strategy j

is given by the quantal response (logit) function

σij(xi) =
eλxij∑Ji
k=1 e

λxik
(2.2)

for xi ∈ <Ji . The inverse noise parameter λ is derived from the variance of ε and

controls the precision of the logistic best-response function.
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If each player uses the response function σ, then a QRE equilibrium is any π ∈ ∆

such that for all i and j

πij = σij(u(π)) =
eλuij(π)∑Ji
k=1 e

λuik(π)
. (2.3)

As a result QRE is an equilibrium in noisy rational expectations in which play-

ers are correct on average; it is a “purified” bayesian equilibrium (Harsanyi, 1973;

McKelvey and Palfrey, 1996). As the variance of the error goes to zero (λ→∞), the

QRE approaches the Nash equilibrium. We will say more on random expected utility,

its relation to the neural decision process, and this interpretation of mixed strategy

equilibrium in chapter 4, but for now we focus on its empirical relevance.

Figure 2.1 depicts the QRE prediction for the two 2 × 2 asymmetric matching

pennies games studied in Ochs (1995). The NE prediction for the row player is a

mixture of 50/50 in both games, while for column the NE predicts a mixture of 90/10

in Game A and 80/20 in Game D. As noise is introduced into the decision process,

the prediction of the equilibrium departs from NE in a systematic but non-linear

manner, converging to the prediction that all strategies are equally probable as the

error variance goes to infinity.

Since the quantal response function generates a probability of choosing each strat-

egy, λ can be estimated using the standard discrete choice maximum likelihood pro-

cedure. McKelvey and Palfrey (1995) report the performance of QRE for three previ-

ously studied datasets of mixed strategy games (O’Neill, 1987; Rapoport and Boebel,

1992; Ochs, 1995). In all three datasets, they find that QRE fits the data better

than NE, largely capturing the deviations from equilibrium marginal distributions

observed in these games. However the estimates for λ vary significantly over games
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Fig. 2. QRE correspondence for Games A and D.

represented in Fig. 1, one can readily see that, for any value of !, this implies for the row
player, 0.5=p!<pB<pA, and 0.5=p!<pB<pC, and for the column player, 0.5>qA>qB>qC>
q!=0.1. Similarly, for the second subset of games (Game A and Game D) represented in
Fig. 2, we predict for the row player, 0.5=p!<pD<pA, and for the column player, we
expect 0.5>qD>qA>q!=0.1. The experiments of this paper were designed to test these
predictions.
In order to provide an alternative model of behavior, we compare the fit of QRE to

that of a simple one-parameter model, which adds error to the Nash model in a different
way, similar to the approach of Smith and Walker (1993). Like the QRE, this model also
spans a range of behavior for which the Nash equilibrium and the random model are the
extremes. But instead of embodying an equilibrium restriction like QRE, this model simply
assumes that players play Nash with probability " and play randomly with probability
(1"" ). Therefore, the range of " is the interval [0, 1], and for a given value of " , the
equilibrium correspondence is p̂=(1"" )0.5+(" )p! and q̂=(1"" )0.5+(" )q!. We call this
the Noisy Nash Model (NNM). It is similar to the QRE model, in the sense that when "=0,
the model predicts random play, and for larger values of " , the equilibrium approximates
the Nash prediction. However, it differs from the QRE in that it is not a full equilibrium
model. In particular, while subjects choose actions with some error (which is equal across
actions and is a function of " ), they do not take into account the fact that other players
are also choosing with error. This implies that NNM generally makes different predictions
from QRE. For example, NNM predictions do not vary across Games A, B, and C, which
all have the same unique Nash equilibrium. Also, for all games, NNM predicts that the row
player always chooses up with probability 0.5 independent of " . That is, p̂(" )=0.5 for all
"# [0, 1].

Figure 2.1: QRE correspondence for two asymmetric 2× 2 matching pennies games.
The NE prediction for the row player is a mixture of 50/50 in both games (pA = 0.5).
For the column player, the NE prediction is a mixture of 90/10 in Game A (qA = 0.1)
and 80/20 in Game D (qD = 0.2). Reproduced from McKelvey, Palfrey, and Weber
(2000).

(ranging from 0.247-1.313), and even within a game when subsets of trials are esti-

mated separately (e.g.: ranging from 1.856 in early periods to ∞ in later periods in

Game D of Ochs (1995)). Since the NE prediction is parameter free, if λ is changing

over experiments QRE leaves a crucial element unexplained in its equilibrium predic-

tion. Why does λ change over games or within a game, and if it does, how do we use

it to predict play?

Since λ represents the precision of the player’s estimate of expected payoffs in the

game, the natural interpretation for λ is as a measure of learning. As experience

with the game increases, this allows players to better estimate expected payoffs and

play moves towards the NE. However we should note this interpretation of learning
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is a particular one in which play can only approach the NE 4. McKelvey and Palfrey

(1995) observe a gradual increase in λ over the course of the games, but McKelvey,

Palfrey, and Weber (2000) reports inconclusive results.

While non-professionals in these laboratory studies appear to be using an approx-

imation of the normatively optimal best-response and may be able to improve this

approximation over trials of the game, whether they will eventually arrive at the NE

given enough trials or training has not been determined. Additionally, there remains

substantial heterogeneity in the estimates of λ even within a pool of subjects over

the course of a game (McKelvey, Palfrey, and Weber, 2000). This leaves λ largely

unexplained, and the specification of the utility perturbation ε on which λ is derived

has severe implications for the falsifiability of QRE (Haile, Hortaçsu, and Kosenok,

2008). We will address this issue in chapter 4.

Summary

It is apparent that Kreps’ conditions for equilibrium are well-approximated in some

settings and not in others. The experience of players, their ability, and the context in

which they are playing influences equilibrium behaviour. We do observe NE behaviour

in highly trained, highly motivated players who have been selected for their ability in

a particular setting of a game. On the other extreme, in highly stylized laboratory

settings undergraduate students demonstrate departures from the NE distribution.

Attempts to reconcile these results by bringing professionals into the lab have been

inconclusive. MThis is unfortunate, as much of the strategic interaction economists

hope to model lies between these two extremes.

4λ is often dubbed the “rationality” parameter.
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The QRE model, by introducing a stochastic component to choice, largely ad-

dresses the deviations in the marginal choice distributions, but it too predicts that

players choose randomly in contradiction with the laboratory data. Moreover, QRE

points out that an important piece of the story, the precision of the best-response,

is still unexplained. QRE has already hinted that the precision of the best response

involves learning about expected payoffs, and this is where we turn our attention

next.

2.2 Learning in Games

“The traditional answer in economics is not that equilibria spring to

life as a result of sheer calculation or external organization, but rather

that behavior is pushed toward equilibrium by an adjustment or learning

process that continually puts pressure on players to alter non-equilibrium

behavior.” - Samuelson (2005)

Samuelson’s focus on learning and evolutionary processes is echoed by many au-

thors (Kreps, 1990; Fudenberg and Levine, 1998; Mailath, 1998; Camerer, 2003) and

as a result have become the de-facto explanation for behaviour in mixed strategy

games.

Learning models can take many forms, but they all share the property that play-

ers use past experience to construct a valuation of potential actions and choose their

action accordingly. Therefore both the individual and evolutionary approaches have

myopic agents in the sense that they do not take into account the effects of their ac-

tions on the future choices of their opponents.5 The main difference between the two

5Important exceptions are anticipatory learning in which a players beliefs do depend on the
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is essentially one of structural vs. reduced form modelling (Mailath, 1998). Evolution-

ary models do not model the behaviour of agents explicitly, instead they model the

distribution of strategies in a population and the dynamics of these distributions as

agents imitate previously successful strategies (Sandholm, 2011). If neuroeconomics

has anything to offer, it will be to the structural approach taken by the individual

learning literature.

Individual learning models agents as tracking the history of play, whether that be

choice history and/or reward history, and constructing a (sometimes stochastic) best-

reply to this history. The theoretical literature is primarily concerned with the long-

run limit properties of different learning algorithms, with some success demonstrating

convergence to both pure and mixed strategy equilibria (Fudenberg and Levine (1998);

Beggs (2005); or Fudenberg and Levine (2008) for a recent survey) and equilibria

selection mechanisms (Crawford, 1995). While the theoretical literature has identified

the limiting behaviour for some classes of learning models, providing insight when

we do or do not observe equilibria, its predictions are tied to the form of learning

model used. For this reason, it is important to understand how well different learning

processes fare empirically.

Much of the empirical literature on learning has presented the debate as com-

peting between two implementations of learning: reinforcement and belief learning.

Reinforcement learning has its roots in the behavioural psychology literature and the

concept of choice reinforcement, traced back to the Law of Effect (Thorndike, 1898;

Erev and Roth, 1998; Sutton and Barto, 1998). A player keeps track of an index for

each possible action and updates the appropriate index when an action elicits a payoff.

opponents payoffs and sophisticated learning in which players recognize that their opponents are
also learning (Camerer, Ho, and Chong, 2002).
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As a result, actions which were previously successful are reinforced. Reinforcement

learning places few epistemic constraints on a player, requiring only that the player

be aware of their own choices and resulting payoffs. Knowledge of the payoff matrix

is not required, in fact the player need not even know they are playing a game.

Belief-based models, on the other hand, require players to keep track of their

opponent’s choices and form beliefs over their future actions. Along with a knowledge

of the payoff matrix, these beliefs are then used to determine a best-reply. As a result,

players completely ignore what they chose in the past. The most common belief-based

model is fictitious play (Fudenberg and Levine, 1998) in which beliefs are given by

the empirical distribution of opponent’s choices in the game.

The differences between the forms of modelling bear out in the empirical literature.

Reinforcement learning models tend to predict better in games with unique mixed

strategy equilibria, while belief models fare better in coordination games (for a survey,

see Camerer (2003)). However it is clear from numerous studies in mixed strategy

games that a player’s choices depend both on the player’s own choices, opponent’s

past choices Mookherjee and Sopher (1994), and respond to changes in both own and

opponent’s payoffs Ochs (1995). As a result, behaviour likely lies in some middle

ground between these modelling extremes. It turns out a general specification of

learning model allows just such a hybrid.

2.2.1 Experience Weighted Attraction Learning

The goal of EWA learning is to construct a model that predicts play across a wide

variety of games yet retains a framework that is psychologically sound (Camerer

and Ho, 1999). EWA is formulated similarly to a reinforcement model in that each
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strategy has an attraction that is updated based on observed choices and the payoff

structure, however its parameterization allows manipulation of the weight placed on

foregone payoffs and whether attractions are averaged or cumulated. Therefore EWA

is a general class of learning models in which reinforcement and belief learning are

included as special cases.

We present the EWA model in the context of a 2x2 game in which a player faces a

single opponent repeatedly over trials t. Each trial the player chooses an action s from

one of two alternatives, s ∈ {in, out}, the opponent chooses s′t ∈ {in, out}, and the

subject receives a payoff πt(st, s
′
t). Once a choice is made and payoff received in trial

t, the attraction of strategy s is defined as a recursive function of past attractions,

choices, and rewards by means of

Ast =
φNt−1A

s
t−1 +

[
δ + (1− δ)1[st=s]

]
π(s, s′t)

Nt

(2.4)

where φ, δ ∈ [0, 1]. The first component of equation (2.4), φNtA
s
t−1, is the impact

of the previous period’s attraction weighted by φ and an experience weight Nt−1. The

second component, [δ + (1 − δ)1[s=st]]π(s, s′t), is the impact of the current outcome

on action value, with the parameter δ weighting the foregone payoff the player would

have received had he counterfactually not chosen s. It turns out that δ is the primary

parameter distinguishing between reinforcement and belief based models.6

To account for the observed phenomenon that learning tends to slow down as the

game progresses, the experience weight Nt is given by

6For some intuition on this, it is only possible to construct an expected payoff given empirical
choice frequencies if a player fully reinforces unchosen actions with foregone payoffs (ie: δ = 1). See
Camerer and Ho (1999) for a thorough account of the equivalence between the two approaches.
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Nt = ρNt−1 + 1 (2.5)

where N0 is a parameter to be estimated and ρ ∈ [0, 1). The assumption on the

upper bound of ρ ensures that lim
t→∞

Nt = 1
1−ρ . To ensure this sequence converges from

below, the non-linear restriction N0 <
1

1−ρ is often used. Following Wilcox (2006), we

will instead redefine N0 ≡ ζ 1
1−ρ and impose the linear restriction on the parameter

ζ ∈ [0, 1].

So far the theoretical literature has ignored analyzing the limit dynamics of EWA

in its general form. However the application of EWA to the empirical literature (its

primary motivation) has been well studied. As with all models of discrete choices in

econometrics, the attraction is hypothesized as a latent variable which is unobserved

in the data. Instead, its value is inferred through the probability of observing specific

action choices in the dataset7. More formally, after the attraction is updated to

reflect the valuation of every candidate action, the probability that the player chooses

si,t = in is defined as

P (si,t = in) =
eλA

in
t−1

eλA
in
t−1 + eλA

out
t−1

. (2.6)

This yields a likelihood function for our observed choices

L =
T∏
t=1

P (st = in) (2.7)

which is estimated via maximum likelihood using the discrete log-likelihood function

7Camerer and Ho’s use of the label ‘attraction’ for this index is telling, since it is a variable whose
quantity is derived from choices. In later chapters, our use of the term ‘action value’ instead of
‘attraction’ highlights our literal interpretation of this quantity and the causality between valuation
and choice that will become apparent.
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LL(λ, φ, δ, ρ, ζ, Ain0 ) =
T∑
t=1

1[st=in]P (st = in) + 1[st=out] (1− P (st = in)) . (2.8)

We should note that this log-likelihood function is not globally concave (Salmon,

2001). The parameter restrictions necessary to estimate the EWA specification have

been detailed in Cabrales and Garcia-Fontes (2000) and Ichimura and Bracht (2001).

As a general model which includes many prior specifications as special cases,

EWA has had success in empirical work in a broad range of games (Camerer and Ho,

1999; Ho, Wang, and Camerer, 2008). As a general formulation, it is not surprising

that it fits better than its component models within sample, but its out-of-sample

prediction improves over other candidates in 80-95% of studies (Camerer, 2003). The

lone exception is games with unique mixed equilibria, where the EWA prediction, and

its component models, fares little better than the QRE prediction.

The reasons for this are twofold. First, in this class of games the marginal empirical

distributions predicted by QRE (with a fitted λ) are not drastically off the mark.8

This means EWA has less ground to make up in this dimension in comparison to other

classes of games where equilibrium candidates fare poorly. However, the equilibrium

predictions do require temporal independence in strategy selection, a phenomenon

that has been repeatedly rejected in laboratory studies and is the hallmark of learning

processes.

Second, this class of games appears to have little power in determining between

8McKelvey and Palfrey (1995) do not report the standard error for their estimates of λ, instead
compare their models to the NE by means of likelihood ratio tests, so we are unable to give a measure
of how far off the mark.
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alternative models. The identification of EWA parameters in finite samples is cir-

cumspect, especially when the games involve a small number of strategies.9 Using

monte carlo simulations, Salmon (2001) generates datasets for two distinct popula-

tions of players, one using a fictitious play parameterization (δ=1, ρ=φ=1) and the

other using reinforcement learning (δ = 0, ρ = 0, N0 = 1). Players play against other

members of their population in three games with unique mixed strategy equilibria,

with the games differing in the number of strategies (2× 2, 4× 4, 6× 6).10 Since the

EWA log-likelihood is not concave, Salmon reports results for regressions that started

both from random starting points and the true values, with the “fitted” results ob-

viously overstating the performance of the estimation procedure. We focus on the

fitted regressions here.

For the fictitious play population in the 2x2 game, the estimates of δ, ρ and φ

reject the true null hypothesis (Type I error) in 38%, 43% and 22% of simulations

respectively. There is a small power issue with ρ, though it is not clear if this is

due to the concavity of the log-likelihood. The type I error performance on the re-

inforcement population improves, with rejections in 9%, 0% and 14% for δ, ρ and

N0 respectively, however severe power problems are apparent for ρ and N0. For both

samples, performance does improve as we move to the games with more strategies,

however the noted issues remain. In summarizing, Salmon estimates that the estima-

tion procedure recovers the correct parameters in roughly 50% of fictitious play and

65%-70% of reinforcement simulations.

Notwithstanding these issues, the prospect of identification in matching pennies is

9 Wilcox (2006) demonstrates that individual parameter heterogeneity in the sample also severely
affects estimation results. Empirical evidence for such heterogeneity is presented in Ho, Wang, and
Camerer (2008)

10The 2× 2 game is a version of symmetric matching pennies.
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even bleaker. For symmetric matching pennies, λ = 0 represents the equilibrium pre-

diction of 50/50 choice randomization. Not surprisingly, as subjects approach a ran-

domization equilibrium the parameters of the model become unidentified (Ichimura

and Bracht, 2001). Camerer and Ho (1999) did not report results from Mookherjee

and Sopher’s (1994) matching pennies experiment stating that “the data did not dis-

tinguish [reinforcement vs. belief] models from each other or from Nash equilibrium.”

While we do not doubt this is the case, we should stress that Mookherjee and Sopher

demonstrate that subjects are not at equilibrium in their dataset. In particular, there

is significant temporal dependence in choice sequences, a phenomenon that the EWA

model is specifically designed to address.

As a result we are faced with two possibilities: we can search for ways to improve

the estimation technique or we can abandon symmetric matching pennies and search

for other games which hopefully capture the same strategic incentives we hope to

study. Wilcox (2006) has argued the latter, suggesting a highly asymmetric payoff

matrix which improves the identification results in finite samples. However in light

of the evidence above that behaviour depends on the player’s familiarity with the

game, payoff matrices that are unfamiliar, difficult to understand, or with too many

strategies may lead to uncharacteristic behaviour. Recall Binmore’s conditions for

successful game theory experiments. As the payoff matrices become more complex,

it is not clear that we are estimating learning parameters that apply in a general

environment. At the very least we should check. Regardless, improving the estimation

method is a useful goal in itself, and it turns out that neural data provides a method

to do so.
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2.3 An Example of the Benefits of Neural Data

As we noted earlier, the attraction in the EWA model is a latent variable: an unob-

served variable derived from the underlying parameters in the model which links the

parameters and the discrete choice data. As parameters in the model are changed,

Ast changes in a continuous, systematic manner, and appropriate parameter values

are inferred by comparing the probabilities Ast generates to the empirical frequencies

of discrete choices.

Of course, this whole process would be much simpler if we could simply observe

Ast . Much of this thesis will be dedicated to establishing just such a measure using

neural data. Our goal here is to demonstrate how a neural measure of Ast will improve

our ability to test and reformulate the EWA model. While we have not yet explored

the result in an even broader class of learning models, we see no reason why this

result is limited to just EWA.

The goal of neuroeconomic modelling is to take economic theories literally and

find neural representations of these component variables. In taking EWA literally,

we observe that the outcome of a decision is based on the direct comparison between

the values of Ast ; we now refer to these variables as action values to emphasize their

causal role in choice. These action values are encoded in a neural system, and for

the time being, let’s suppose we can measure action values for the in action with the

neural variable SCin
t :

SCin
t = α + βAint + νint (2.9)

where the error is distributed generalized extreme value, νst ∼ GEV(0, σ, 0), and
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meant to capture modelling error, potential measurement error, and neural noise.11

With a comparable measure for out and assuming that the action with the highest

value of SCs
t is chosen, this yields the familiar logit form with the probability of

choosing in given by

P (si,t = in) =
e
β
σ
Aint−1

e
β
σ
Aint−1 + e

β
σ
Aoutt−1

. (2.10)

Note the equality to equation 2.6 when λ = β
σ
.

However since we observe SCin
t , the log-likelihood used to estimate the EWA

parameters, α, β and σ is

LL(λ, φ, δ, ρ, ζ, Ain0 , α, β, σ) = T log β +
T∑
t=1

ez + z (2.11)

where z =
SCint −Aint

σ
and T =

∑
i Ti.

To demonstrate the improvements neural data yield, we generated 1000 monte

carlo simulations in which an EWA learner plays matching pennies in 40 experiments

of 40 trials against a stationary opponent randomizing 50/50.12 The number of ex-

periments and trials are the same as in Salmon (2001) and meant to reflect a standard

experimental dataset.13 EWA parameter values are taken from Wilcox (2006), shown

11We use the GEV distribution here for no other reason than to maintain consistency with the
logistic forms of both EWA and QRE. We say more about this distributional assumption in chapter
4.

12Salmon (2001) had simulated players competing against each other, yielding choice sequences
that were dependant. His intent was to mimic experimental data as closely as possible. We are
placing a weaker constraint on our simulated data in order to investigate the properties of the
estimator more closely.

13In datasets in which multiple players are observed, or the same player is observed over multiple
experiments, the log-likelihood is summed over both dimensions in the standard manner.
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in Table 2.1, and chosen to lie inside the boundaries of the EWA parameter restric-

tions. The variance σ in the neural sample was chosen to match results from our

neural sample in chapter 3. To ensure comparability with other studies where λ = 1,

we chose β = σ. Since α plays no appreciable role in this study, we restricted it to

be 0 both in the simulation and in the estimation.

With the simulated datatset, we estimated the EWA model using both the discrete

choice data st and continuous neural data SCin
t . Since the EWA model places bound-

ary restrictions on all of its parameters, the optimization routine used to maximize

the likelihoods 2.8 and 2.11 will sometimes exit at the boundary yielding a hessian

that is not negative definite. This is a documented phenomenon of EWA estimation

(Salmon, 2001). For this reason, we report the number of “successful” optimizations,

and only report results for simulations in which the optimization routine yielded a

hessian that was negative definite. All estimations were started at the true parameter

values to facilitate the optimization routine arriving at a global maximum.14

Our results are presented in Table 2.1, with Figures 2.2 and 2.3 giving the dis-

tributions of the estimates and standard errors respectively. Using the neural data

improves the Type I error rate for 3 of the 4 EWA parameters, roughly cutting the

number of errors in half, and approaching the true error rate of 0.05. The exception is

ρ for which the error rate drops but moves away from 0.05. The overall improvement

in error rate is accomplished primarily because parameter estimates are closer to their

true values. Importantly, the neural data reduces Type I errors while significantly

improving the efficiency of the estimates. This is demonstrated both in Figure 2.3

and by the average confidence interval about the estimate. In fact, δ was the lone

14As noted, the discrete log-likelihood in equation 2.8 is not globally concave. We have not
investigated the concavity of the continuous log-likelihood 2.11 and its ability to yield a global
maximum.
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Table 2.1: Simulation Results for EWA Estimation Using Choice and Neural Data

Discrete Data

Parameter True Parameter Avg. Estimates Standard Error Type I Errors Interval Range

φ 0.85 0.81 0.10 0.084 0.35

δ 0.5 0.56 0.34 0.010 0.87

ρ 0.9 0.90 0.36 0.037 0.45

ζ 0.1 0.10 0.28 0.193 0.43

A0 0 0.00 0.75 0.000

λ(= β
σ ) 1 2.03 2.47 0.021

Neural Data

Parameter True Parameter Avg. Estimates Standard Error Type I Errors Interval Range

φ 0.85 0.82 0.08 0.039 0.29

δ 0.5 0.53 0.21 0.040 0.69

ρ 0.9 0.91 0.08 0.028 0.23

ζ 0.1 0.08 0.15 0.114 0.33

A0 0 0.03 0.15 0.000

β 50 76.63 56.84 0.001

σ 50 49.12 0.96 0.118

Estimates and standard errors are averaged over 697 (discrete) and 729 (neural) simulations in which the
hessian was negative definite. The number of true null hypothesis rejections are calculated at a significance
level of 0.05 and reported as a percentage of this subsample. The confidence interval for an EWA
parameter was calculated for each simulation and bounded in [0, 1]. This bounded range was then
averaged over the subsample.
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exception in which Type I error performance was too low using discrete data due to

such large standard errors barely any null hypothesis within [0, 1] could be rejected,

let alone the true null. The neural data vastly improves the standard error of the δ

estimate and improves the Type I Error rate to 0.04. This is particularly useful since

δ is the parameter primarily responsible for differentiating between reinforcement and

learning based models.
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Figure 2.2: The distribution of EWA estimates using discrete choice data (697 sim-
ulations) and continuous neural data (729 simulations). The true parameter values
are shown with dashed lines.
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Figure 2.3: The distribution of EWA standard errors using discrete choice data (697
simulations) and continuous neural data (729 simulations).
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2.4 Conclusion

Learning is broadly defined as any process by which a decision maker updates their

valuation, beliefs, or preferences with new information. In strategic games, the process

by which learning takes place is still an open question. In laboratory studies of games

with a unique mixed strategy equilibrium, there is well-documented evidence that

choices are influenced by the history of the game, a hallmark of individual learning

models. On the other hand, highly trained, highly motivated players selected for their

ability in a particular setting appear to play equilibrium strategies, including serially

uncorrelated choice sequences, though this may also be the result of an extensive

training or “meta-learning” process. While the behaviour of players appears to be

highly dependent on their experience, their ability, and the context in which they are

playing the game, there is broad agreement that learning is taking place and on its

necessity for determining the equilibrium properties of behaviour.

In contexts where learning takes place over short enough timespans to provide

data, such as laboratory experiments, the EWA model has found success in predicting

behaviour. EWA was developed from psychologically plausible foundations and is a

general class of learning model which incorporates both reinforcement and belief-based

learning in its specification. However its econometric performance suffers from the

fact that its parameters are identified by discrete choices rather than continuous action

values. We saw an example of how a neural measure of action value can improve the

econometric performance of EWA by providing measurements of these action values.

In the following chapters, we will attempt to derive such a measurement, and in doing

so, highlight the role neural data plays in the learning processes that generate both

equilibrium, and non-equilibrium, behaviour.
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Chapter 3

Neural Representation of the Value

of Actions

3.1 Introduction

If a neural signal is to be taken literally as a measure of valuation, a requirement for

this signal is that it responds to changes in the environment in a manner predicted

by our established behavioural models. In the context of a strategic game, this

means exploring how the neural signal responds to changes in the history of the

game. Previous behavioural work has demonstrated that the past success of a strategy

and the previous strategy choice of an opponent impact a decision maker’s strategy

selection, therefore we should also expect the history of the game to influence our

neural signal.

0This chapter was written in collaboration with D. Thevarajah, C. Ferrall, and M. Dorris and has
been previously published under the title “Modelling the Value of Strategic Actions in the Superior
Colliculus,” Frontiers in Behavioural Neuroscience, 3(57), pp. 1-14.
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To this end, we look for evidence of neural activity which correlates with a be-

haviourally derived estimate of action value predicted by the Experience Weighted

Attraction (EWA) learning model presented in chapter 2. We use EWA because it is

both empirically established and a general formulation which incorporates simple re-

inforcement learning (Win/Stay-Lose/Shift), both cumulative reinforcement learning

and average reinforcement learning (Erev and Roth, 1998; Watkins, 1989), and belief-

based models (Fudenberg and Levine, 1998) as special cases of its parameterization.

In fact, it is entirely reasonable for behaviour to lie in some middle ground of the

above model restrictions of EWA, and empirical evidence suggests it does (Camerer

and Ho, 1999; Ho, Wang, and Camerer, 2008).

Evidence that learning models are instantiated by the brain has been found from

measuring neural signals while humans and animals decide. Evaluative signals are

encoded, in part, via dopaminergic structures which represent the difference between

realized and expected reward following an action (Schultz, 2004; Caplin, Dean, Glim-

cher, and Rutledge, 2010). In addition, neural signals have been found that encode

the combination of actions and their associated outcomes during adaptive decision-

making (Barraclough, Conroy, and Lee, 2004; Lau and Glimcher, 2007; Luk and

Wallis, 2009; Seo, Barraclough, and Lee, 2007). Finally, some neural signals reflect

the value of upcoming actions or reward objects and may play an important role

in driving the choice process (Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Dorris and Glimcher, 2004;

Rushworth, Walton, Kennerley, and Bannerman, 2004; Sugrue, Corrado, and New-

some, 2004; Samejima, Ueda, Doya, and Kimura, 2005; Padoa-Schioppa and Assad,

2006; Kennerley, Walton, Behrens, Buckley, and Rushworth, 2006; Lau and Glimcher,

2008; Jocham, Neumann, Klein, Danielmeier, and Ullsperger, 2009).
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We build on this previous work by looking for action value signals within a brain

region quite close to the motor output, the intermediate layers of the superior collicu-

lus (SCi). The SCi has a number features that suggest it may encode action value.

The SCi is topographically organized as a map of potential saccadic eye movements

(Robinson, 1972; Schiller and Stryker, 1972) and determines when and where a sac-

cade will be directed (Glimcher and Sparks, 1992; Dorris, Pare, and Munoz, 1997).1

The SCi receives input signals from upstream brain regions involved in chooosing

saccades in both strategic environments (Barraclough, Conroy, and Lee, 2004; Dorris

and Glimcher, 2004; Seo, Barraclough, and Lee, 2007; Seo and Lee, 2008) and non-

strategic environments (Lau and Glimcher, 2007, 2008; Samejima, Ueda, Doya, and

Kimura, 2005; Schultz, 1998; Sugrue, Corrado, and Newsome, 2004). The topographic

organization of the SCi ensures that any value-related signals we observe are closely as-

sociated with specific actions. Moreover, strong lateral inhibition between distant SCi

locations could play an important role in selecting between action values associated

with competing saccades (Munoz and Istvan, 1998; Dorris, Olivier, and Munoz, 2007).

Finally, the SCi sends commands to premotor neurons in the brainstem (Moschovakis

and Highstein, 1994), as well as providing feedback to dopaminergic neurons in the

ventral tegmental area and substantia nigra (Comoli, Coizet, Boyes, Bolam, Canteras,

Quirk, Overton, and Redgrave, 2003; Dommett, Coizet, Blaha, Martindale, Lefebvre,

Walton, Mayhew, Overton, and Redgrave, 2005).

We measured preparatory activity in the SCi while a monkey played a simultane-

ous move game of matching pennies against a computer algorithm designed to exploit

1A saccade is a quick movement of the eye which serves as a mechanism for eye fixation. In the
context of this study, it is interpreted as a free choice of the monkey.
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serial dependence in the monkey’s choices. To control for any serial dependence out-

side of strategic competition, we also measured activity during a sequential move

game with random payoffs. First, we hypothesize that SCi activity displays serial

dependence based on both previous saccades and their outcomes, and that more re-

cent events will exert a stronger influence. Second, we hypothesize that SCi activity

predicts upcoming strategic choices. Finally, we hypothesize that activity in the SCi

provides a signal that is correlated with the current value of actions in the EWA

learning model. Collectively, our results support the idea that action value signals

are represented in the motor planning regions of the brain in a manner suitable for

selecting strategic actions.

3.2 Material & Methods

Electrophysiological experiments were conducted on two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca

mulatta), weighing between 9-13.5 kg each, while they performed saccadic eye move-

ment tasks. All procedures were approved by the Queen’s University Animal Care

Committee and complied with the guidelines of the Canadian Council on Animal

Care. Animals were under the close supervision of the university veterinarian. Phys-

iological recording techniques as well as the surgical procedures have been described

previously (Munoz and Istvan, 1998; Thevarajah, Mikulic, and Dorris, 2009).

3.2.1 General Methodology

Behavioral paradigms, visual displays, delivery of liquid reward, and storage of both

neuronal discharge and eye position data were under the control of a PC computer
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running a real-time data acquisition system (Gramalkn Ryklin Software). Red visual

stimuli (11 cd/m2) were produced with a digital projector (Duocom InFocus SP4805,

refresh rate 100 Hz) and back-projected onto a translucent screen that spanned 50◦

horizontal and 40◦ vertical of the visual space. Right eye position was recorded at

500 Hz with resolution of 0.1◦ using an infra-red eye tracker system (Eyelink II, SR

Research). Trials were aborted online if eye position was not maintained within ±3◦

of the appropriate spatial location or if saccades were initiated outside the 70-300

ms temporal window following target presentation. We have further discussion of

aborted trials in section 3.3.

The activity of single neurons was recorded with tungsten microelectrodes (Fred-

erick Haer, 1-2 MΩ at 1 kHz) and sampled at 1 kHz. Data analysis was performed

offline using Matlab, version 7.6.0 (Mathworks Inc.) on an Intel Core 2 Duo processor.

To quantify neuronal activity, each spike train was convolved with a post-synaptic

activation function with a rise time of 1 ms and a decay time of 20 ms (Thompson,

Hanes, Bichot, and Schall, 1996).

3.2.2 Neuronal Classification

We recorded the activity from saccade-related neurons located between 1.0 and 3.0

mm below the surface of the SC. The center of each neuron’s response field was de-

fined as the location, relative to central fixation, associated with the most vigorous

activity during target-directed saccades. One target was always placed at this loca-

tion (referred to hereafter as in) and the other at the mirror-image location in the

opposite hemi-field (out) except ten experiments where two neurons located in oppo-

site colliculi were recorded simultaneously. For these dual neuron experiments, the
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two targets were located in opposite hemifields corresponding to the response fields

of the two neurons under study. To be included in our analysis, neurons had to meet

two requirements: (1) motor burst, a transient burst of activity that was time-locked

to the onset of the saccade into the response field and that surpassed 100 spikes/s and

(2) preparatory activity, neural activity during the 50 ms that followed presentation

of the mixed-strategy targets that exceeded 30 spikes/s and was significantly greater

than the mean activity 100 ms before fixation point offset (paired t-test, p < 0.01).

Note that in the modelling section 3.2.7, this preperatory activity will be designated

SCs
it.

3.2.3 Behavioral Tasks

Monkeys performed two behavioral tasks. In the strategic task, monkeys were free to

choose between two saccade targets while they competed against an adaptive com-

puter opponent playing the “matching pennies” game. In the instructed task, mon-

keys were instructed which saccade to make with the presentation of a single saccade

target on each trial. The purpose of the instructed task is to characterize how SCi

activity is shaped by previous choices and outcomes. The strategic task is used to

emphasize this relationship between SCi activity and the history of the game, and

determine whether SCi activity is predictive of choice in a strategic decision making

environment.

Strategic Task

Monkeys competed in a saccadic version of the repeated mixed-strategy game “matching-

pennies” against an adaptive computer opponent (Figure 3.1). Each trial, both the
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subject and computer reveal a strategy in or out. The monkey, pre-designated the

“matcher,” wins if their strategies match, and the computer, pre-designated the “non-

matcher,” wins if their strategies differ. The unique Minimax/Nash Equilibrium in

mixed strategies is for each player to play in and out with equal probability (von Neu-

mann and Morgenstern, 1947; Nash, 1951), though our analysis does not require that

equilibrium play is achieved. Because our experimental setup limits the ability for the

monkey to suffer a loss, we replaced a loss with a withholding of reward, though the

equilibrium remains unchanged. The payoff matrix is given in Figure 3.2 and has

been previously studied experimentally in humans (Mookherjee and Sopher, 1994)

and monkeys (Lee, Conroy, McGreevy, and Barraclough, 2004; Thevarajah, Mikulic,

and Dorris, 2009).

Subjects were required to maintain central gaze fixation throughout the 800 ms

presentation of the fixation point, and after its removal during a fixed 600 ms warning

period. Subjects were free to saccade towards either of two simultaneously presented

targets, i.e. in and out of the response field. The fixed warning period and known

target locations facilitated advanced selection and preparation of saccades (Thevara-

jah, Mikulic, and Dorris, 2009). After fixating on the target stimulus for 300 ms, a

red square, which indicated the computer opponent’s choice, appeared around one of

the targets for 500 ms. The monkey received a 0.3 mL liquid reward if both players

chose the same target and nothing otherwise. The computer opponent performed

statistical analyses on the subject’s history of previous choices and payoffs and ex-

ploited systematic biases in their choice strategy (see algorithm 2 from Lee, Conroy,

McGreevy, and Barraclough (2004) for specific details).
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Monkey Choice

600 ms warning 

period

Computer Choice

Neuron’s Response
Field (”In” Direction)

A

?

Fixation Point

Eye Position

Out Target

In Target

B

Figure 3.1: Strategic Task. (A) Each panel represents successive visual displays
presented to the monkey. Red circles represent the central fixation point and choice
targets respectively. In the third panel, arrows indicate the monkeys possible saccadic
choices. One of the saccade targets was always placed in the center of the neuron’s
response field (i.e., in target) as indicted with the dashed circle. The out target was
placed in the opposite hemifield. The red square indicates the choice of the computer
opponent. (B) Time-line of strategic task. Grey shaded region indicates the 50 ms
epoch during which SCi prepratory activity was sampled for neuronal analyses. The
stimuli setup and time-line were identical for the instructed task (not shown) except
that only one target was presented per trial and the red square surrounded the target
only on rewarded trials.
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Figure 3.2: Payoff Matrix for Strategic Task

Instructed Task

The instructed task was identical to the strategic task with two exceptions. First,

only a single saccade target was presented on each trial. This target was equally likely

to be presented in or out of the response field. Second, reward was equally likely to be

received or withheld for successful completion of each trial. Therefore, the expected

value of the instructed task is equal to the equilibrium payoff of the strategic task,

but saccadic choice was under sensory instruction in the former and under voluntary

control in the latter.

3.2.4 Dependence on Previous Choices and Rewards

To examine any biases exerted by previous saccades and rewards, we segregated SCi

activity and saccadic responses on the current trial t based on past (t − n, where

1 ≤ n ≤ 7) and future (t + n, where 1 ≤ n ≤ 3) events (Maljkovic and Nakayama,

1994). Future events were examined for control purposes as these should not exert

any influence on the current trial. This sequential analysis is illustrated in Figure
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3.5 and 3.6 which shows neuronal activity on the current trial segregated based on

four possible events that occurred on the previous trial: (1) a rewarded saccade into

the response field (in/R), (2) an unrewarded saccade into the response field (in/U),

(3) a rewarded saccade out of the response field (out/R), and (4) an unrewarded

saccade out of the response field (out/U).

We estimated preparatory activity from the postsynaptic spike activation func-

tion during the 50 ms following target presentation (Figure 3.5, grey bar). This

represented the neuronal firing rate just before saccadic responses were made yet still

uncontaminated by visual inputs related to target presentation due to latency in the

visual system(Dorris, Pare, and Munoz, 2000).

The same sequential analysis was performed on choice selection during the strate-

gic task. Response biases were quantified by determining the probability of the mon-

key selecting the in target on the current trial based on past or future events.

Comparatively, for the instructed task, sequential analysis was performed on SRTs

rather than saccade choice since saccade location was instructed. SRTs were defined

as the time to initiate a saccade following target presentation. Computer software

determined the beginning and end of each saccade using a velocity and acceleration

threshold. These events were verified by an experimenter to ensure accuracy. Re-

sponse biases were quantified by examining the influence of an event n trials in the

past or future on trials only where saccades were instructed to in.

Sequences of trials were constructed from the raw data based on the following

criteria. First only sequences of 5 or more consecutive non-aborted trials in length

were analyzed. Second, single aborted trials were removed and the sequence was

treated as continuous. Third, sequences were started anew if two or more aborted
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trials occurred in succession. We felt these criteria struck a balance between pro-

viding sufficient sequential data for the analyses in this section while removing those

sequences with poor continuity.

3.2.5 EWA Learning

The behavior of the subject in trial t of experiment i is coded as

si,t =


in saccade into response field in trial t of experiment i.

out otherwise.

(3.1)

Let s′i,t denote the computer opponent’s choice. Whether reward is received depends

on both choices and the experiment being conducted. Let πi,t = 1 indicate that a

reward was received in trial t of experiment i and 0 otherwise.

πi,t =


R if si,t = s′i,t

0 otherwise.

(3.2)

In both tasks, a reward is only received when the choices match, si,t = s′i,t. During

the strategic task the computer opponent makes its choice simultaneously, and if the

choices match the subject is rewarded with R = 1. During the instructed task, s′i,t is

chosen before si,t, but even if the choices agree the monkey is only rewarded half the

time:

R =


1 with probability 1

2

0 otherwise.

(3.3)
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Therefore the expected payoff during the instructed task equals the equilibrium ex-

pected payoff in the strategic task.

An EWA learning model posits an action value Asi,t for each strategy s in trial t

in experiment i, and includes free parameters which control how action value evolves.

On a given trial, it yields a continuous propensity to choose each action, si,t+1, as a

monotonic function of current action values Ai,t = [Aini,t, A
out
i,t ].

At the start of the experiment Aini,0 = Aouti,0 for each strategy so that values are

equal in the first trial. In general, after trial t the current value of strategy s is

updated according to a formula that depends on whether s was chosen or not. If

strategy s was chosen then its updated value can be written as a combination of past

value (with weight φ) and current reward:

if s = si,t then Asi,t =
φNt−1A

s
i,t−1 + π(si,t, s

′
i,t)

Nt

. (3.4)

Alternatively, if strategy s was not chosen then its updated value depends on past

value (with weight φ) and foregone payoffs:

if s 6= si,t then Asi,t =
φNt−1A

s
i,t−1 + δπ(s, s′i,t)

Nt

. (3.5)

The weight δ is the foregone payoff the subject would have received had it coun-

terfactually chosen s. In both equations, Nt is an experience weight which evolves

according to

Nt = ρNt−1 + 1. (3.6)
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On a given trial, the probability of choosing si,t = in is defined as

P (si,t = in) =
eλA

in
t−1

eλA
in
t−1 + eλA

out
t−1

, (3.7)

and the parameters λ, φ, δ, ρ, and N0 are estimated via maximum likelihood, see

section 2.3. The estimated parameters (except λ) are then used to generate a sequence

of fitted action values which we use in our analysis. Importantly, Ai,t is computed

using only choices and rewards (both actual and fictitious) through trial t, which

implies that it can directly enter a model of choice for the next trial, t + 1. For a

complete definition of the EWA model and estimation procedure, see section 2.3.2

3.2.6 Win-Stay/Lose-Switch Learning

Since EWA is based on a reinforcement premise, it includes a Win-Stay, Lose-Switch

choice dependency as a special case. Relative to trial t + 1, a Win-Stay outcome for

strategy s is coded with an indicator for s = si,t and πi,t = 1. A Lose-Switch outcome

is s 6= si,t and πi,t = 0. This behavior can be captured by a different value, WSLSsi,t

with its own updating formula,

WSLSsi,t =


πi,t s = sit

1− πi,t otherwise.

(3.8)

As in the EWA model, current reward affects the evolution of action value (here

2In addition to the identification restrictions detailed in section 2.3, we had to make an additional
identification assumption for monkey H. We found that the restriction Nt ≤ 1

1−ρ was always binding,
so werestricted N0 = 1 for this monkey to ensure identification of ρ, although the estimates are robust
to N0 ≤ 1. See also (Cabrales and Garcia-Fontes, 2000). The initial attractions were also restricted
to be equal, As1 = 0.5
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represented by WSLSsi,t). Similarly, the strength of the connection between WSLSi,t

and si,t+1 can be modulated with additional parameters (see equation (3.7)). But

unlike equations (3.4) and (3.5), the WSLS model of value in equation (3.8) does not

account for past events prior to period t nor does it account for a fictitious assessment

of actions not chosen (foregone payoffs).

Both Win-Stay/Lose-Switch and the more general EWA models of value predict

dependence in the sequence of actions si,t across adjacent trials. One method for

exploring this dependence is to use the updating equations to generate predictors for

actions in the following trial. First, we can rewrite equation (3.8) as the sum of two

terms,

WSLSini,t = WSini,t + LSini,t = 1[si,t=in]πi,t + 1[si,t=out](1− πi,t). (3.9)

This formulation motivates a probit model for choice of the form

P (si,t = in) = Φ(νi + α11[si,t−1=in] + α2WSini,t−1 + α3LSini,t−1), (3.10)

for t = 1, . . . , Ti and Φ() denotes the standard normal distribution function (Wooldridge

(2001) discusses both the probit and tobit model introduced below). The term νi is

a fixed effect for experiment i. 1[si,t=in] is the indicator function which yields 1 if

si,t = in and 0 otherwise. A simple Win-Stay/Lose-Switch hypothesis would pre-

dict α1 = 0 since the WS and LS variables would capture all the dependence in the

sequence of decisions. Further, it would predict that α2 = α3, since the effects of

winning and losing are symmetric.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic illustrating the recursive EWA computation and its hypoth-
esized influence on SCi activity. In our experiments, we record and analyze current
neural activity (SCi,t, gray box). SCi,t lies at the nexus between action value, cal-
culated from past events, and choice on a trial t. Action value (Ai,t−1) is recursively
updated based on an EWA learning model whose main inputs are past choices (si,t−1)
and their realized or forgone outcomes (πi,t−1). Action value also includes an error
term to highlight that the calculated Ai,t only approximates and does not fully capture
underlying valuation, in addition to any error arising from noisy neural signals. As
such, the relationship between hypothesized Ai,t and neural activity is likely weaker
(thin arrows) than between neural activity and the observable si,t (thick arrows).
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3.2.7 Value, SCi Activity and Actions

To address how value is encoded in neural signals, we introduce our measurement

of SCs
i,t, defined as the SCi activity associated with saccade target s in trial t of

experiment i. In 10 experiments we observe SCs
i,t for both choices; for the other 58

we observe it only for one choice, s = in. To test whether SCi activity encodes the

value of actions, in the form of a choice, we estimate the probit

P (si,t = in) = Φ(γ1 + γ2SC
in
i,t + νi), (3.11)

for t = 1, . . . , Ti. Associating SCin
i,t with the value of s = in is the hypothesis that

γ2 > 0. Failure to reject the hypothesis γ2 = 0 in favour of γ2 > 0 is a necessary

condition for SCi,t to encode value, but it is not sufficient.

For the 10 experiments in which we measure SCi activity associated with both

choices, we can also estimate a probit of the form

P (si,t = in) = Φ(µ1 + µ2∆S̄Ci,t + νi), (3.12)

where ∆S̄Ci,t = (SCin
i,t − S̄C

in
i ) − (SCout

i,t − S̄C
out
i ) is the difference in SCi activity

across actions relative to their within-experiment means, S̄C
s
i . A positive value for

∆S̄Ci,t indicates the de-meaned activity associated with the in target was larger than

for out. If choice depends on the comparative value of actions, and value is encoded

in SCi activity, then choice probabilities should depend on differences in SCi activity.

Thus we hypothesize that µ2 > 0.

Our final hypothesis is that SCi activity reflects the action valuation in the EWA
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model. To test it, we consider a regression of the form

SCin
i,t = β1 + β2Di + β3A

in
i,t−1 + β4DiA

in
i,t−1 + β5A

out
i,t−1 + β6DiA

out
i,t−1 + νi + εi,t. (3.13)

For experiments involving the strategic task, we define Di = 1, with Di = 0 for the

instructed task. The constant term, β1, records the conditional mean activity for the

sample of neurons examined, while β2 measures the effect of the strategic task on this

baseline activity. The coefficient β3 captures the relationship between SCi activity

(in the response field) and the EWA action value of choosing in. The strength of

association between SCi activity and action value in the strategic task is determined

by the interaction parameter β4. To capture any relationship between SCi activity

(for in) and the valuations of alternative actions we include Aouti,t−1 as a regressor

with parameter β5. Again, this relationship in the strategic task is reflected by the

interaction parameter β6. Our hypothesis is that EWA action value for in positively

influences SC activity, while action value for out does not: β3 > 0, β3 + β4 > 0,

β5 ≤ 0, β5 + β6 ≤ 0.

Since SCi activity varies continuously, we can estimate 3.13 as a regression. How-

ever, on some trials there is no SCi activity measured during our 50ms preparatory

epoch, thus there is left-censoring at zero of the endogenous variable SCs
i,t for a small

but sizeable portion of trials. We account for this censoring by estimating 3.13 as a

tobit model.

We should emphasize the timing of our regression equations (3.12) and (3.13),

presented graphically in Figure 3.3. The EWA valuation Ast−1 is a function of all

observed choices and rewards through trial t − 1 (see APPENDIX). SCi activity in

trial t, SCs
t , is a function of Ast−1, therefore is a function of all choices and rewards
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through trial t−1. Finally, the chosen action st is a function of the SCi activity in trial

t. Importantly, Ast−1 does not include any information from the trial t choice. Thus

the maintained hypothesis is that past action predicts current SCi activity which

predicts upcoming choice in the current trial.

3.2.8 Algorithm for Computer Opponent

The computer algorithm which the monkey competes against is primarily designed

to elicit equilibrium behavior from the monkey, that is, a 50/50 randomization of

choices. In doing so, the algorithm does not play the Nash strategy itself. This

somewhat paradoxical setup is a result of the unstable nature of mixed strategies

highlighted by Harsanyi (1973). When the computer is not adaptive, but simply

randomizes its choices, the monkey is indifferent between his strategies (any strategy

the monkey chooses will be rewarded on half of the trials) and the monkey’s choices

become strongly biased in one direction (Lee, Conroy, McGreevy, and Barraclough,

2004). For this reason, the algorithm was designed to exploit the monkey’s choice

biases, perhaps more in line with what constitutes (approximate) equilibrium in such

games. Refer to algorithm 2 from Lee, Conroy, McGreevy, and Barraclough (2004)

for additional details on the computer opponent.

3.3 Results

We begin by characterizing the effects of current and previous trials on both behavior

and SCi activity in sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. In section 3.3.2, we formally test

for a Win-Stay/Lose-Switch strategy. The ability of SCi neurons to predict choice
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is examined in section 3.3.4. In section 3.3.5, we fit the EWA model to choice data

and generate sequences of action values for each monkey. Finally, having established

that choice is dependent on previous trials, and SCi activity predicts choice on a

given trial, in section 3.3.6 we test our hypothesis that SCi neurons represent the

action-specific valuations posited by EWA.

We have data from 68 experiments where neurons satisfied our criteria for inclusion

(see section 3.2). In ten of these experiments, we were able to measure SCi activity

associated with both saccades simultaneously, 20 neurons total. In the remaining 58

experiments, we were able to measure SCi activity associated with only one of the

potential saccades

The data consists of a choice, preparatory SCi activity, and a saccadic response

time (SRT) for a set of i = 1 . . . 78 neurons respectively with Ti ordered trials. In 38 of

these experiments, data were collected for both the strategic task and the instructed

task control. This sub-sample of 38 neurons is used in sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and

3.3.3. In this sub-sample, a mean of 246 ± 11 SEM trials per neuron were analyzed

during the strategic task and a mean of 146± 8 SEM trials per neuron were analyzed

during the instructed task. The full sample is used in section 3.3.4, while sections

3.3.5 and 3.3.6 drop experiments in which greater than 30% of the trials were aborted.

These experiments were dropped since many aborted trials within an experiment may

interrupt the sequence of valuation posited by EWA learning. The cut-off of 30% was

chosen to balance between choice sequence consistency and sample size.
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3.3.1 Analysis of Current Trial

We will briefly characterize saccade behaviors and SCi preparatory activity on the

current trial before examining the effects of events on previous trials. A more detailed

current trial analysis can be found in Thevarajah, Mikulic, and Dorris (2009). All

reported statistics are (mean ± se).

The allocation of saccade choices did not differ between the two targets during

the strategic task (p(in) = 49.8 ± 0.6%; paired t-test p > 0.05). Moreover, SRTs

did not differ between the two targets during the instructed task (in: 192.9 ± 4.2

ms, out: 186.1 ± 3.7ms, p > 0.05). These behavioral measures suggest that, on

average, saccade preparation processes were not biased towards any one particular

target location during either task. However, in the strategic task the monkey was

rewarded on only 42.2% of the trials, whereas in the instructed task the monkey was

rewarded half the time (Table 3.1).

In both tasks, neuronal activity steadily increased during the warning period in

advance of choosing either target (Figure 3.4). Overall preparatory activity was

greater regardless of saccade direction during the strategic task compared to the

instructed task (in: p < 0.05, out: p < 0.05). Moreover, in the strategic task activity

was segregated for saccades in (99.9 ± 8.8 spikes/s) and out (80.2 ± 7.2 spikes/s,

paired t-test, p < 0.001), whereas activity was not segregated between in (63.5± 6.5

spikes/s) and out (64.5 ± 6.5 spikes/s) saccades during the instructed task (paired

t-test, p > 0.05). This greater overall activation and neuronal selectivity during the

strategic task may occur because saccades are under voluntary control and can be

planned in advance. In the instructed task the monkey must wait for the presentation

of the target.
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Figure 3.4: SCi activity during the current trial. (A-B) Activity of a representative
SCi neuron during the strategic (A) and instructed (B) tasks. Rasters (top panels)
and post-synaptic activation functions (bottom panel) are sorted based on saccades
directed in (black) and out (gray) of the neuron’s response field. The shaded gray
bar denotes the epoch during which preparatory activity was analyzed. (C-D) Mean
activity of neuron sample in which both strategic (C) and instructed (D) tasks were
recorded (38 neurons).
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Table 3.1: Frequencies of Choice Dependencies
in Strategic Game

Previous Trial Dependency Proportion (%)

Win 42.2

Loss 57.8

Win-Stay/Lose-Switch 55.5

Win-Stay 62.1

Lose-Switch 50.6

3.3.2 Dependence of choice on previous trial

We examine sequential choice dependencies by segregating behavior and neuronal ac-

tivity on the events of the previous trial (i.e., previous choice and its reward outcome).

Particularly, we test for the prevalence of a WS/LS strategy.

The Influence of Previous Trials on Subsequent Saccadic Responses

We begin by summarizing the frequencies of WS/LS choice patterns in the strategic

task over all experiments (Table 3.1). Choices were repeated in a WS/LS pattern

in 55.5% of the trials. A WS was observed in 62.1% of post-win trials versus LS

observed in 50.6% of post-loss trials, which suggests a WS/LS strategy is solely due

to a Win-Stay rather than a Lose-Shift bias. The larger percentage of losing trials

suggests the computer opponent was able to exploit this tendency in choice patterns.

To further assess the influence of previous trial events, we estimate equation (3.10)

which models choice as a function of lagged choice and the Win-Stay and Lose-

Switch variables. Estimates of the fixed-effects probit are presented in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Probit Estimates of si,t+1 on Lagged Choice
and Win-Stay/Lose-Switch Outcomes

Variable Coeff Estimate Std. Error p-Value

1[si,t−1=in] α1 .1415 .1095 0.20

WSini,t α2 .5478 .1118 0.00

LSini,t α3 .252 .0986 0.01

a Estimates of equation (3.10) on sample of 33 experiments
(5 redundant paired experiments dropped). Sample size =
8809. Estimates of the 33 experimental effects νi not
reported. Reported standard errors are clustered within
experiments.

The explicit prediction of the simple WS/LS strategy is rejected since the estimated

coefficients α2 and α3 are significantly different from each other: the tendency to

repeat rewarded actions is greater than the tendency to switch from unrewarded

actions. We can also note that the tendency to repeat choices is largely due to the

Win-Stay bias since α1 is not significantly different from zero.

To measure any biases in the instructed task, saccadic reaction times (SRTs)

were examined in Table 3.3. Considering that target location and outcome were

stochastic, therefore unpredictable, these previous events had a surprisingly large

influence on SRTs. Repeating an action resulted in faster SRTs than switching actions

(Stay vs. Switch, binomial test p < 10−11). SRTs were particularly biased if a saccade

direction was previously rewarded (Win-Stay vs. Lose-Stay, binomial test p < 10−5;

Win-Switch vs. Lose-Switch, binomial test p < 10−3). This suggests preparation

biases were a function of both previous choices and their outcomes.
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Table 3.3: Reaction Time Dependencies in Instructed Task

Previous Trial Dependency Reaction Time (ms) Std. Error

Win-Stay 170.8 4.0

Stay 177.2 3.2

Lose-Stay 183.6 5.0

Lose-Switch 194.5 5.0

Switch 200.1 4.0

Win-Switch 205.7 6.4

The Influence of Previous Trials on SCi Preparatory Activity

Figure 3.5 illustrates how SCi activity was also influenced by the previous trial.

The black dashed line shows mean activity over all experiments. Each of the coloured

lines depicts how current trial activity was influenced by choices and outcomes on

the previous trial. This influence is most prevalent at the end of the warning period

(gray-shaded area). Therefore we will use SCi activity in this epoch for the sequential

analysis that follows.

3.3.3 Sequential Dependence of Choice

Having observed a dependency in choices and outcomes in the previous trial, we

will now characterize this dependency over multiple trials. Two sequential patterns

were evident in both tasks (Figure 3.6). First, more recent events had the greatest

influence. Second, actions that were rewarded generally had a more pronounced effect,

both in terms of magnitude and duration, than unrewarded actions (Figure 3.6, dark
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colored lines versus light colored lines). Whether a previous trial was rewarded or

not, did not, by itself, affect SC activity or saccade behaviors. Instead, the effects

of reward influenced a particular saccade location rather than providing a general

motivating or alerting effect for both actions.
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Figure 3.5: Mean preparatory activity segregated on previous trials in the neuronal
sample recorded during both the strategic (A) and instructed (B) tasks. The black
dashed line represents the mean activity for all trials. The colored lines also represent
current trial activity, but this activity is segregated into four categories based on the
combination of target choice (in or out) and their outcomes (R or U). Note that the
mean activity is a sum of each of the four colored lines weighted by the proportion of
trials in each category. Line widths represent the SEM. The shaded gray bar denotes
the epoch during which preparatory activity was sampled during subsequent analyses.

The strategic and instructed tasks also differed in two ways during this sequential

analysis. First, future events were correlated with choice selection in the strategic

but not the instructed task (Figure 3.6A). This seemingly paradoxical finding is

a consequence of the computer exploiting the monkey’s Win-Stay bias. That is,

monkeys were more likely to lose following a rewarded trial as they tended to repeat

actions. This phenomena is evident in the lose-stay bias observed in future choices

in Figure 3.6A. Second, modulation of SCi activity by past events was greater for

the instructed task than for the strategic task. For example, the change in activity
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Table 3.4: Probit Estimates of Difference in Paired
Neuron Activity on Choice

Variable Coeff Estimate Std. Error p-Value

Constant µ1 .0435 .0015 0.00

∆S̄Ci,t µ2 .0054 .0005 0.00

a Estimates of equation (3.12) using 10 experiments with
paired neuronal measures. Fixed effect estimates are not
reported. Standard errors were clustered at the
experiment level.

imposed by the previous trial was approximately three times as large during the

instructed task compared to the strategic task (compare the spread in data along the

vertical axis in Figure 3.6C vs. D).

3.3.4 Neuronal Choice Prediction

Having characterized serial dependency in choices, the second step in determining

whether neurons in the SCi encode action value is to determine if activity predicts

choice. The ten experiments where we measured two neurons simultaneously, one for

each target, allows us to specify how opposing SCi activity is compared in equation

(3.12). Results for the fixed-effects probit estimation are given in Table 3.4.

The parameter µ2 measures the impact of SCi activity on the probability of an in

saccade and is both positive and highly significant. To interpret the magnitude of the

coefficient µ2, we take the predicted probabilities from the regression and compare

them to the observed choices by two methods. The first rounds the probabilities to

the nearest integer and compares them to the choices, resulting in a prediction rate of

65%. The second simulates choices from the binomial distribution using the predicted
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Figure 3.6: Saccade behavior and SCi activity segregated on previous and future
trials. The data for each trial sequence is presented as the percentage change from
the mean data for all trials at trial t (black dots). Note that each data point in the
trial sequence represents the influence of an earlier or later trial on the current trial.
Therefore, the four colored data points at each time sequence always sum to the mean
data point at time t when weighted by the proportion of trials in each category. (A)
Changes in in target choices during the strategic task. (B) Changes in in target
SRTs during the instructed task. Note that the the ordinate axis has been flipped
because SRTs are negatively correlated with SCi activity. (C) Changes in SCi activity
during the strategic task. (D) Changes in SCi activity during the instructed task.
Filled squares indicate significant differences from the mean activity. Representative
standard errors are shown for in/R data points.
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Table 3.5: Probit Estimates of Individual Neuron Activ-
ity on Choice

Variable Coeff Estimate Std. Error p-Value

Constant γ1 .0045 .0008 0.00

SCi,t − S̄Ci γ2 .0053 .0005 0.00

a Estimates of equation (3.11) using 78 experiments. Fixed
effect estimates are not reported. Standard errors were
clustered at the experiment level.

probabilities, and compares the simulated choices to the actual choices, resulting in a

prediction rate of 56% for 1000 simulations. Comparatively, 1000 independent draws

from a 50/50 binomial distribution would predict 56% of the trials (560 matches of

the monkey’s choice) with probability 6.3x10−5.

For the entire 78 neuron sample, we can also assess how well single neurons predict

choice from equation (3.11). Results are reported in Table 3.5. Again, we observe

that the estimate of SCi activity, γ2, is both positive and highly significant. As before,

our assessment of the magnitude of the parameter γ2 relies on in-sample prediction.

Rounding the fitted probabilities results in a 60% prediction rate for the 78 individual

neurons, while simulating the choices results in a 53% prediction rate. As expected,

the single neuron is a worse predictor compared to the the paired neuron analysis,

presumably because choice is based on a comparison of valuation between the two

targets. Again, 1000 independent 50/50 draws would still only predict 53% with

probability 0.03.
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Table 3.6: Behavioural EWA Estimates for Monkeys B and
H

Monkey B Monkey H

Parameter Estimate Std. Error Estimate Std. Error

λ 3.68 3.54 0.45 0.29

φ 0.78 0.08 0.52 0.04

δ 0.12 0.07 0.00 0.05

ρ 0.91 0.08 0.00 0.64

N0 3.73 8.46 1 0

a Sample of 19 experiments for monkey B (4/24 experiments
dropped due to >30% aborted trials; 1/54 redundant paired
experiments additionally dropped). Sample of 27 experiments for
monkey H (20/54 experiments dropped due to >30% aborted
trials; 7/54 redundant paired experiments additionally dropped).
For monkey H, the restriction N0 = 1 was imposed to ensure
identification of ρ.

3.3.5 Behavioural EWA Estimates

To generate a sequence of action values which reflect each monkey’s valuation on a

given trial, we estimated the EWA model on choice data (see section 3.2.5 and AP-

PENDIX). Estimates are reported in Table 3.6. We observe significant heterogeneity

in the fitted EWA parameters, similar to Ho, Wang, and Camerer (2008). Estimates

suggest Monkey H (54/78 experiments) is a cumulative reinforcement learner (δ = 0,

ρ = 0), while Monkey B (24/78 experiments) has a fictive learning component and

averages rewards as in Q-Learning (δ > 0, ρ = φ). For each monkey, the estimates for

φ, δ, ρ, and N0 are used to generate the sequence Asi,t which we use in section 3.3.6.
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Table 3.7: Estimates of SCin
i,t on EWA action values

and task type for monkey H

Variable Coeff Estimate Std. Error p-value

Constant β1 59.86 12.94 0.00

Di β2 24.69 9.46 0.01

Aini,t β3 24.46 3.72 0.00

DiA
in
i,t β4 -9.07 4.58 0.05

Aouti,t β5 -17.95 5.74 0.01

DiA
out
i,t β6 17.25 5.91 0.00

Var(νi) σ2
ν 59.69 9.86 0.00

Var(εi,t) σ2
ε 62.99 5.43 0.00

a Random-effects tobit estimates of equation (3.13) on 36
neurons for monkey H (18/54 experiments were dropped
due to>30% to aborted trials). Sample size=10704, 998
observations censored at 0. σ2

ν is the variance of the
random effect νi; σ

2
ε is the variance of εi,t. A

s
i,t is

generated using behavioural EWA estimates for monkey
H (see section 3.3.5). Standard errors are calculated by
means of clustered bootstrap with 1000 bootstrap
samples, re-sampling within experiment i.

3.3.6 Encoding EWA Action Value

The EWA action value is a function of the observed choices and reward structure of

the game. Our final hypothesis is that SCi activity reflects the fitted action values

from section 3.3.5. To test this hypothesis, we estimate equation (3.13) separately for

each monkey and its appropriate action value Asi,t. Results are reported in Tables

3.7 and 3.8.

For monkey H (Table 3.7), the instructed task relationship between EWA action
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value and SCi activity for target in is positive, significant, and large in magnitude

(β3 = 24.46). Over the observed range of the EWA action value (0.00 < Ai,t < 1.96),

this represents an 81% change in SCi activity relative to baseline activity of 59.86

spikes/s. Notably, this relationship is partially offset by the out EWA action value

(H0: β3 + β5 = 0, p=0.36). If the action values of the two targets were equal (Aini,t =

Aouti,t ), the estimates predict there would still be an increase in SCi activity for the in

target. This suggests that a given SC neuron encodes the action value for the target

it is associated with on the topographic map, but other neurons (valuable targets)

can partially inhibit this valuation.

As expected from our sequential analysis, the relationship between SC activity

and action value is attenuated in the strategic task (β4 < 0), though it is still positive

and significant (H0: β3 +β4 = 0, p = 0.00). The estimates yield a 36% increase in SC

activity relative to baseline (β1 + β2 = 84.5 spikes/s) over the range of Aini,t. However

the out EWA action value now has no impact (H0: β5 + β6 = 0, p=0.82), suggesting

no inhibition from out target neurons during this measurement epoch of the strategic

task.

Estimation results for monkey B have considerably more variance (Table 3.8).

In the instructed task, we still observe a positive coefficient for Aini,t (β3 = 28.06), but

with a larger p-value (p = 0.18) and a smaller magnitude relative to baseline (33%)

over the observed range of action values (0.00 < Ai,t < 0.58). While the estimate for

attenuation in the strategic sample is of the correct sign (β4 < 0), it is highly variable

and not significantly different from zero (p = 0.82). The estimates for the out action

value are also highly variable and not significantly different from zero in either task.

We should note that the sub-sample for monkey B contains half as many observations
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Table 3.8: Estimates of SCi,t on EWA action values
and task type for monkey B

Variable Coeff Estimate Std. Error p-value

Constant β1 48.72 10.39 0.00

Di β2 20.51 9.30 0.03

Aini,t β3 28.06 21.10 0.18

DiA
in
i,t β4 -5.45 31.28 0.86

Aouti,t β5 8.71 12.62 0.49

DiA
out
i,t β6 -10.93 19.14 0.57

Var(νi) σ2
ν 35.29 7.28 0.00

Var(εi,t) σ2
ε 39.78 4.59 0.00

a Random-effects tobit estimates of equation (3.13) on 19
neurons for monkey B (5/24 experiments were dropped
due to >30% aborted trials). Sample size=5907, 258
observations censored at 0. σ2

ν is the variance of the
random effect νi; σ

2
ε is the variance of εi,t. A

s
i,t is

generated using behavioural EWA estimates for monkey
B (see section 3.3.5). Standard errors are calculated by
means of clustered bootstrap with 1000 bootstrap
samples, re-sampling within experiment i.

and neurons as the sub-sample for monkey H, though this efficiency loss likely does

not account for all of the increased variability of the estimates.

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Summary of Findings

This study examined whether a valuation of future actions, constructed as a func-

tion of previous choices and rewards, is represented by the superior colliculus in a
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strategic environment. Our results show that SCi preparatory activity was shaped by

both previous saccades and their outcomes, particularly a Win-Stay bias, and more

recent events had a more pronounced effect. These sequential biases were reflected

in upcoming choices during the strategic task and upcoming saccadic reaction times

during the instructed task.

SCi activity was also predictive of upcoming strategic saccades on a trial-by-

trial basis (Tables 3.4 and 3.5); at a rate of 60% for single neurons and 65% for

opposing neuron pairs. Although our pool of neuron pairs was small (10 pairs), this

improvement in prediction suggests that it is not the absolute level of activity, but the

relative level of activity between potential actions, that is best correlated to choice.

The fact that SCi activity was both shaped by previous choices and rewards while

predicting future choices suggests it as a candidate neural correlate of action values

posited by behavioural learning models. Our analysis demonstrated that SCi activity

was correlated on a trial-by-trial basis with the EWA learning valuation. Specifically,

SCi activity was positively correlated with the action value for its response field, with

some evidence that it is negatively correlated with the action value of the alternative

target. Collectively, our empirical and modelling results suggest that hypothesized

action value signals are represented in the motor planning regions of the brain in a

manner that could be used to select strategic actions.

3.4.2 Effects of Previous actions and Rewards

Serial dependence of choices has previously been observed in strategic and non-

strategic environments. Consistent with previous studies, more recent events had a

greater influence on both choices (Barraclough, Conroy, and Lee, 2004; Dorris, Pare,
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and Munoz, 2000; Juttner and Wolf, 1992; Lau and Glimcher, 2005; Lee, Conroy,

McGreevy, and Barraclough, 2004; Maljkovic and Nakayama, 1994) and neuronal ac-

tivity (Bayer and Glimcher, 2005; Dorris, Pare, and Munoz, 2000; Seo and Lee, 2007),

and these influences decayed with time (Figure 3.6). Unlike the computer opponent

which weighed all past events equally, monkeys gave more weight to recent events

when selecting actions. This policy may be an efficient solution for using past events

to predict future rewarded actions given organisms have a limited memory store (An-

derson, Reder, and Lebiere, 1996; Callicott, Mattay, Bertolino, Finn, Coppola, Frank,

Goldberg, and Weinberger, 1999), and it allows organisms to more readily adapt to

a changing environment.

Sequential effects have been characterized previously in the SCi during a task

similar to our instructed task (Dorris, Pare, and Munoz, 2000). Although target lo-

cation was unpredictable in this previous study, all saccades were rewarded; therefore

the contribution from repeating a motor action, or repeating a rewarded location,

remained unclear. By allocating rewards unpredictably, we were able to isolate the

contribution of these factors. Previously unrewarded actions had a biasing effect, but

to a lesser extent than previously rewarded actions. We found no effect of previously

rewarded trials when analyzed independently of actions, suggesting that reward, at

least in our task, did not have a generalized alerting or motivating effect. Instead,

SCi activity was found to be influenced by a combination of both previous actions

and rewards. These biases, in turn, were reflected in saccade behaviors (Figure 3.6).

Finally, we observed differences in how SC activity was influenced by previous

events during the two tasks. First, the overall level of SC activity was greater pre-

ceding strategic than instructed saccades (i.e., compare black dashed lines in Figure
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3.5A vs. B). Strategic saccades may have been more fully prepared because the

locations of the two targets were known in advance whereas the location of the single

target had to be identified before the saccade preparation processes could be com-

pleted in the instructed task. Second, previous events exerted less influence on SCi

activity during the strategic task (i.e., compare Figure 3.6C vs. D). This was ob-

served in the magnitude of the sequential dependencies and the number of previous

trials which exerted an influence. Although having sequential biases was seemingly

unnecessary in the instructed task, as the monkey could neither control nor predict

saccade direction or reward, having such biases were relatively inconsequential. In

the strategic task however, sequential biases led to exploitation by the computer op-

ponent as evidenced by a reduced reward rate (Table 3.1 and Barraclough, Conroy,

and Lee (2004)). Our results suggest the influence of previous events, borne out in

sequential dependencies, can be attenuated in strategic situations.

3.4.3 Win-Stay Bias

Though the analysis in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 revealed notable choice tendencies in

the strategic sample, many of which are incorporated in the EWA learning model,

there is one in particular we wish to highlight. Although both effects were significant,

subjects demonstrated a Win-Stay bias, repeating winning choices more often than

switching from losing choices (α2 > α3). This observation is a rejection of a strict

Win-Stay/Lose-Switch model of choice in repeated games.

However, a stronger Win-Stay bias is compatible with our candidate model of

action value (EWA). If unchosen winning actions are updated by a fraction δ < 1

relative to chosen winning actions, the difference in the action value after a rewarded
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trial is larger than after an unrewarded trial:

∆At ≡ Astt − A−stt =


φNt−1(Astt−1−A

−st
t−1)+1

Nt
if πt = 1

φNt−1(Astt−1−A
−st
t−1)−δ

Nt
if πt = 0.

(3.14)

Therefore

(∆At)πt=1 − (∆At)πt=0 >
1− δ
Nt

> 0. (3.15)

This result holds generally for all models nested by EWA, as long as δ < 1. A

Win-Stay bias may be exacerbated in our experiment because our payoff matrix is

not zero-sum (Figure 3.2); not matching the opponent constituted a withholding of

reward rather than a loss of reward. This asymmetry in payoffs may bias the subject’s

responses in favour of rewarded trials.

3.4.4 Predicting Choice

Our results indicate that the activity of individual SCi neurons can predict upcoming

choices with 60% reliability. Although significantly better than chance, the SCi may

not appear to be a particularly impressive predictor. However, a number of issues

must be taken under consideration to make this judgment.

The predictive capability of SCi neurons depends on the number of neurons in the

population, the correlation in their firing patterns, and the manner in which down-

stream structures read-out these predictive signals. Although we only had a sample of

10 neuronal pairs, our results demonstrate that simply comparing the relative firing

of two opposing neurons increases prediction from 60% to 65%. Moreover, while the
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predictive capability of any one (or two) neuron(s) may be weak, this is a very con-

sistent prediction across the neuronal population (see Figure 5D from Thevarajah,

Mikulic, and Dorris (2009)). Therefore, these small individual biases can be amplified

to provide a strong signal for selecting strategic actions.

Although the SCi is required for generating saccades (Hanes and Wurtz, 2001) and

manipulating SCi activity alters saccadic choices (Carello and Krauzlis, 2004; Dorris,

Olivier, and Munoz, 2007; McPeek and Keller, 2004; Thevarajah, Mikulic, and Dorris,

2009), the robust activity for out direction saccades (Figure 3.4) demonstrates that

the reverse is not true; executing a saccade is not a pre-requisite for preparatory

SCi activity. This evidence strongly suggests that a causal arrow passes from SCi to

choice uni-directionally (Figure 3.3). Similarly, if action value is indeed a function of

past choices, then it must be action value that influences SCi activity. If these arrows

were not uni-directional then current activity or choices would paradoxically cause

past choices.

3.4.5 Neuronal Correlates of Experience Weighted Attrac-

tion

Our preliminary analysis has shown that both behaviour and SCi activity are cor-

related with previous choices and rewards, particularly through a reinforcement of

rewarded choices (Win-Stay). To formalize this result, we found a neural correlate of

a general learning model based upon this reinforcement premise. This model calcu-

lates an action value on each trial as a function of the history of observed choices and

payoff structure of the game. Therefore, our results in section 3.3.6 are consistent

with the hypothesis that neurons in the SCi encode the history of the two tasks in
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the form of learned action values for each potential action. A given neuron in the SCi

is highly correlated with the action value of its target in both tasks, though the mag-

nitude of this relationship is attenuated in the strategic task. Further, SCi activity

is negatively correlated with the action values of competing targets in the instructed

task, but not in the strategic task during the period we measure. This suggests that

both the attenuation of the value/SCi relationship, and the lack of inhibition from

competing neurons within the preparatory period we measure, may serve a strategic

purpose.

The EWA model we use in this study (Camerer and Ho, 1999) is a general learning

model that has proven successful in predicting play both in and out of sample in a wide

variety of games. The role EWA plays in our analysis is akin to an objective valuation.

It is a function of past choices and rewards which reflects a component of the relative

value of each strategy. As such, there remain unaddressed components of value.

Learning models do not assess the forward-looking value of an action. That is, there

is no consideration of repeated game strategies such as “leading” an opponent in order

to exploit him in later periods (though we should emphasize the only unique repeated

game equilibrium in matching pennies is the stage game equilibrium). Our analysis

also does not address satiation in the experiment nor learning between experiments.

However, the relative success of EWA in predicting choice in a strategic environment

suggests that its historical, objective component is important in the ultimate valuation

of an action.

As a theoretical construct of valuation, both the simplifying assumptions men-

tioned above and additional neural and/or behavioural factors will combine to limit

the explanatory power of EWA (referred to in Figure 3.3). But even if the SC is not
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coding action value as specified by EWA, the fact that EWA action value significantly

predicts SC activity suggests that the correct model will share many features of the

EWA formulation. Whether a complete model actually nests EWA as a special case

remains an open question that is beyond the scope of this paper.

There has been some progress in identifying the neural correlates of the functional

elements of EWA. It has been previously observed that the striatum encodes the dif-

ference between realized and expected reward, suggesting the striatum may form part

of a learning system in the brain (Schultz, 1998, 2004; Caplin, Dean, Glimcher, and

Rutledge, 2010). Rewriting equation (2.4) for only the chosen strategy sit highlights

the role the striatum may play in a general EWA formulation:

Asitit =
(1 + φ)Ni,t−1A

sit
i,t−1 + ∆it

Nt

, (3.16)

where

∆it =
[
π (sit, s

′
it)− Asiti,t−1

]
, (3.17)

and ∆it is the dopaminergenic response system analyzed in Caplin and Dean

(2008). Left unspecified here is the means by which all action values for unchosen

actions, s 6= sit, are updated (see Lohrenz, McCabe, Camerer, and Montague (2007)).

Other important components associated with reinforcement learning models are

also encoded in a network of cortical structures that send projections to the SCi. In

contrast to the SCi, the signals carried by these cortical structures are much more

heterogeneous across individual neurons. A proportion of neurons in the dorsolateral

prefrontal cortex (Barraclough, Conroy, and Lee, 2004), dorsal anterior cingulated
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cortex (Seo and Lee, 2008) and lateral intraparietal cortex (Platt and Glimcher, 1999;

Dorris and Glimcher, 2004; Seo, Barraclough, and Lee, 2009) encode relevant infor-

mation necessary to construct action value such as past choices, opponent’s choices,

the animal’s reward history, as well as functions of action value. Like the SCi, cortical

signals display serial dependencies over trials (Seo and Lee, 2007).

3.4.6 Role of the SCi within the Saccade Decision Circuit

We propose that the SCi is involved in three important aspects of selecting strategic

saccades:

1. integrating value related inputs and tagging action values to particular saccade

vectors;

2. selecting a saccade in a process where action value representations are compared;

3. providing feedback of choices to dopaminergic centres.

First, as outlined in section 3.4.5, the SCi receives inputs from regions that encode

functional elements of action value learning models. Because the SCi integrates many

inputs, and outputs to pre-motor neurons, its representations of action value may be

particularly suited for choosing final actions. Moreover, the topographic organization

of the SCi allows value representations to be tagged to particular saccade vectors.

Second, the SCi provides a platform where multiple action value representations

can compete and ultimately be resolved to choose a particular action. The topo-

graphic map within the SCi is organized based on the principle of local excitation

and distant inhibition (Trappenberg, Dorris, and Munoz, 2001; Dorris, Olivier, and

Munoz, 2007; Munoz and Istvan, 1998). Once activity reaches a certain threshold
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level on this map, a saccade command is sent to pre-motor neurons in the brainstem

(see for Moschovakis and Highstein (1994) review). Therefore, the SCi is perhaps

the last site within the visuosaccadic circuit where action value can be represented

to influence saccade selection without directly triggering (or necessarily resulting in)

saccades.

Third, the SCi sends direct mono-synaptic projections to dopaminergic neurons

in the substantia nigra and ventral tegmental area (Comoli, Coizet, Boyes, Bolam,

Canteras, Quirk, Overton, and Redgrave, 2003; Dommett, Coizet, Blaha, Martindale,

Lefebvre, Walton, Mayhew, Overton, and Redgrave, 2005). Therefore, the SCi may

provide feedback on selected actions, thus providing a critical component for the

reinforcement learning circuitry of the striatum.

3.5 Conclusion

Our results suggest that the evolutionarily old SCi does not simply execute sensory-

driven reflexive saccades but also encodes action value signals that can be used to

select voluntary, strategic saccades. As would be expected from a brain region in-

volved in the decision process, SCi activity simultaneously reflects past choices and

their outcomes, and predicts future choice. Similarly, learning models, such as EWA,

recursively compute action values from past events to probabilistically choose future

actions. We demonstrate that these small trial-to-trial fluctuations in SCi activity

are not entirely random but have serial dependencies which can be captured, in part,

by the EWA learning model.
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Chapter 4

The Stochastic Neural Decision

Process and a Measure of Action

Value

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we saw evidence that neurons in the Superior Colliculus

(SCi) carry a valuation signal. Neural activity prior to a decision was correlated both

with the ensuing choice and a candidate model of valuation derived behaviourally.

We demonstrated that neural activity sits at the nexus between valuation and choice,

and argued that the neural activity was causal. Considering all of this, we now have

a neural measure of valuation at our fingertips. The goal of this chapter is to build

a model of the neural decision process and derive a measure of action value in the

process.

The central premise of our model is that choice is a stochastic phenomenon.
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Economists have a long history of modelling choice with stochastic disturbance terms

to account for a wide variety of uncertainty. This chapter goes one step further and

argues that the choice process is inherently stochastic. Choice is implemented by a

network of stochastic neurons; choices, therefore, bear the mark of this stochastic

process.

We model choice as the result of a competition between groups of noisy neurons,

each group responsible for a particular action in the choice set. This is motivated by

our study of the SCi in chapter 3, in which its topographic layout allows identification

of separate actions in the visual field comprising the choice set. The competition is

biased by the subject’s valuation of each element, which we model as exogenous neural

input from other brain areas. Therefore the relative valuation of each action becomes

observable in SCi spike data, even for actions that were not chosen. We use our model

to derive Maximum Likelihood estimates of these relative valuations and demonstrate

their linkage to the behavioural data and learning models.

The literature on stochastic choice models in economics does not model the source

of stochastic decisions explicitly, instead inserting uncertainty as a structural param-

eter justified as error in choice, changing preferences, or heterogeneity. The speci-

fication of this uncertainty turns out to have important implications for testing be-

havioural theories, often overshadowing the underlying theory itself (Wilcox, 2008;

Haile, Hortaçsu, and Kosenok, 2008). This has led to calls for closer links between

the stochastic specification and data, and speculation that neuroeconomics can give

us some insight on the underlying distributions (Harrison, 2008). We review this

literature in section 4.2. While behavioural models specify value as a latent variable,
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with its ordering inferred through observed choices, our neural model directly spec-

ifies how value is encoded in neural spike data and the resulting noise distribution.

The literature on the stochastic properties of neurons and attempts to model result-

ing choices is reviewed in section 4.3. This includes the LATER threshold model of

Carpenter and Williams (1995) from which we drew inspiration. Some initial results

on the resulting choice distribution from our model are derived in section 4.4.2.

The specification of our model is based on the Leaky Competing Accumulator

(LCA) model of Usher and McClelland (2001), which was originally formulated as a

model of perceptual choice (ie: interpreting sensory input as perceived by the senses).

In this regard, the LCA model is primarily designed as an integrator/decoder of a

noisy input signal. In contrast, noise in our model arises within the computational

unit itself as a result of spiking neurons (Shadlen and Newsome, 1998).

Although the choice process is modelled at the level of the neuron, with groups of

neurons associated with each potential action, we abstract away from some particu-

lars of the process familiar to computational neuroscientists. The connections between

neurons within a group are not explicitly modelled, there are no neural networks. In-

stead, aggregate relationships are used to model correlation within and across groups,

and over time. This approach allows us to focus on the dynamics of the spike train

and capture important features in contrast with the previous literature. In particular,

we find evidence that the spike trains exhibit non-stationary properties, providing a

guide for models with more physiological detail. The distribution of spiking neurons

in a group and the neural choice model is presented in section 4.4. Empirical evi-

dence for the model from dual-neuron recording sessions while monkeys compete in

the matching pennies game is presented in section 4.5, including the measurement
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of action value. We simulate choices using our estimated action values and find the

results compare favourably to our behavioural results from chapter 3.

An important property of any stochastic choice model must be that choices which

are trivially optimal, such as a hungry man choosing between eating or not, appear

to be deterministic. A choice process which does not do so will not last long in a

starving brain. The stochastic nature of choice should only manifest itself in certain

situations, such as when different actions are close in value (indifference), incompa-

rable (incompleteness), difficult to compare (effort), or there is an inherent incentive

to be unpredictable. In such situations, a neural randomization process can put an

organism at a distinct evolutionary advantage through its ability to generate unpre-

dictable, uncommon, or unique decisions.

There is a large behavioural ecology literature which documents stochastic be-

haviour amongst animals in the wild, referred to as protean behaviour (Driver and

Humphries, 1988). Protean behaviour is sufficiently unsystematic in appearance as

to prevent a reactor predicting in detail the positions or actions of the actor, and

this behaviour is selected for according to the Protean Principle: the effectiveness of

weapons or tactics is increased by protean behaviour, conferring a distinct advantage

upon the user. A well-known example of such behaviour is the erratic movement

of African gazelles when evading predators (Edmunds, 1974), though Driver and

Humphries (1988) document numerous examples in a variety of strategic contexts

including defence mechanisms, hunting/foraging, and mating rituals. Miller (1997)

proposes how sexual selection through mate choice could have elaborated primate

social proteanism into human creative intelligence, and Carpenter (1999) speculates

on neural noise as its source.
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The emphasis Driver and Humphries (1988) place on “sufficiently unsystematic”

behaviour is important in light of the experimental literature on stochastic behaviour

in humans. The emphasis is on the ability of a competitor to predict behaviour, not

necessarily a statistical routine, a point also raised by Binmore, Swierzbinski, and

Proulx (2001) in the context of strategic games. Evidence from the psychological

literature shows humans have difficulty constructing and identifying stochastic se-

quences when explicitly asked to do so (Wagenaar, 1972), particularly exhibiting a

negative recency, or over-alternation of choice (Bar-Hillel, 1991). However, it appears

that information feedback plays a crucial role in eliciting stochastic behaviour. There

is evidence that humans can eventually learn to behave stochastically when provided

with extensive statistical feedback after each set of trials (Neuringer, 1986).

Much of the literature on stochastic play in strategic games is intertwined with

the question of whether mixed strategy equilibria are observed. This is a literature

we reviewed in chapter 1, but we will highlight the important pieces with regard to

stochastic behaviour. In this literature, empirical choice sequences are analyzed both

for independence and the correct marginal and joint frequencies relative to equilibrium

predictions. This allows for the statistical prediction that a certain proportion of

observed sequences will randomly fall outside the criteria. The degree to which this

number matches the pre-specified level of the test is the degree to which the sequence

is “stochastic.” The number of statistical tests a sequence passes, or the degree to

which they fail, leads to a sequence being “more” or “less” stochastic.

So far, stochastic behaviour has been identified in field experiments on professional

athletes, players who are both highly motivated and highly experienced. In multiple

analyses of penalty kicks in professional soccer, the players appear to play both the
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equilibrium densities and exhibit serial independence in choices (Chiappori, Levitt,

and Groseclose, 2002; Palacios-Huerta, 2003). Additionally, Walker and Wooders

(2001) find evidence that professional tennis players equalize serving strategies with

respect to win rates, and using a larger dataset, Hsu, Huang, and Tang (2007) rejects

serial dependence in serve choices.

Additional evidence of the strategic context eliciting stochastic behaviour can be

found in laboratory experiments conducted in Rapoport and Budescu (1992). In

this experiment, subjects played 150 trials of matching pennies against an opponent

with the choices revealed after each trial. Subjects also participated in one of two

controls. They were either specifically instructed to generate a stochastic sequence

of 150 trials with the “most stochastic” sequence rewarded, or they played the game

with no feedback by writing down their choice sequence before it was played. While

their results for the instructed control yielded the over-alternation seen in previous

studies, the results from the game with trial-by-trial feedback reduced this bias and

yielded behaviour approaching the correct marginal and joint distributions. As the

choice environment became more strategic, and the burden of eliciting behaviour was

shifted from the experimenter’s instructions to the strategic and information context

of the experiment, subjects relied less on simple patterns and heuristics to generate

choice sequences. As we noted in chapter 1, additional laboratory studies have come

to similar conclusions. Empirical marginal and joint distributions of actions are not

far from equilibrium predictions, but significant temporal dependence is observed.1

Interestingly, this phenomenon remains even when players are given the explicit option

1Note that Lee, Conroy, McGreevy, and Barraclough (2004) observe similar results in their mon-
key studies against a computer opponent. The monkeys respond to the sophistication of the algo-
rithm they are playing against with behaviour that is “more stochastic,” however they still generate
choice sequences with significant temporal dependence.
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of choosing the equilibrium mixing distribution (Shachat, 2002), suggesting that it is

not an inability to generate random sequences which leads players to choose dependent

choice sequences.

Taken together, the field and laboratory studies suggest that professionals play

stochastically in the field, while non-professionals do not, but strategic interaction

influences their behaviour to be “more stochastic.” As we noted in chapter 1, studies

which bring professionals into the lab have not yielded conclusive results. Two factors

may play a role in these observations: i) the familiarity or inherent ability of subjects

with strategic interaction in general and successful strategies in particular, captured

in the composition of the subject pool (professional vs. unprofessional), or ii) the

familiarity with the strategic environment itself (sports vs. laboratory games). The

first reflects ability in strategic interaction, perhaps learned or perhaps innate, while

the second relates to how this knowledge is transferred across context.

Do professionals have some inherent ability to randomize that is selected for

through years of competition? Or does everyone have the capability to random-

ize, and stochastic behaviour in a particular context is a result of experience with

strategic interaction? We hope to address these questions by investigating the source

of stochastic behaviour. In particular, our model can predict both equilibrium and

out-of-equilibrium choice distributions depending solely on trial-by-trial valuations.

Stochastic behaviour is generated by the dynamics of these valuations in response

to the history of the game, a process we can observe through our neural measure

of action value. This result builds on the literature that all players have the ability

to randomize over pure strategies, while providing an explanation for why we only

observe mixed strategy equilibria in particular contexts.
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4.2 Stochastic Choice Models

“Choice behaviour is best described as a probabilistic, not an algebraic,

phenomenon.” (Luce, 1959).

Stochastic choice models were initially developed to address the fact that re-

searchers can not observe all of the factors that enter into a decision. Algebraic

models predict a unique choice deterministically, or predict nothing at all; agents

choose the action with the highest (expected) utility, or if the utilities are equal, no

prediction is made. Such a model presents a problem when confronted with data as

the slightest misspecification of utility can falsify the model. Contrast this with a

model which recognizes the limitation of a dataset and predicts choice probabilisti-

cally by inserting some structural uncertainty into the comparison of a choice set.

Now contradictions of axioms are accepted to the extent these contradictions are pre-

dicted by the underlying uncertainty of the choice process, be it cognitive, preference

or modelling error.

Initially developed for testing choice theory in an aggregated, heterogeneous popu-

lation (see McFadden (2001) for a survey), stochastic choice models were later adapted

to choice over uncertain alternatives in an attempt to reconcile the Expected Utility

hypothesis with experimental data (Becker, DeGroot, and Marschak, 1963; Harless

and Camerer, 1994; Hey and Orme, 1994; Hey, 1995; Wilcox, 2008). Quantal Re-

sponse Equilibrium (McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995) has extended stochastic choice

models into the strategic setting in a similar reconciliation of Nash Equilibrium.

The most common approach to stochastic choice is the random-utility model

(RUM) which takes preferences as deterministic. On any trial t a unique (up to

a linear transformation) cardinal ranking of the choice set Vt(s) exists for all actions
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s. The representative utility V represents the core theory under discussion with all

its restrictions on choices and functional form (ie: it could be an expected utility or

a learned valuation).

However when a choice is to be made, the value of an action is perturbed by an

error εst reflecting factors the researcher does not observe. The resulting choice is

then determined by a comparison of these perturbed subjective payoffs. Models of

this type attribute behavioural significance to the cardinality of V (s) through the

V-distance V (s′)− V (s) (Luce, 1959; Wilcox, 2008).

st = arg max
s

[Vt(s) + εst ] . (4.1)

Thus we can define the probability of choosing s

P (st = s) ≡ P
(
Vt(s) + εst ≥ Vt(s

′) + εs
′

t

)
(4.2)

= P
(
εst − εs

′

t ≥ Vt(s
′)− Vt(s)

)
, ∀s 6= s′. (4.3)

Given a specification of the distribution of εt, this probability is represented by

a linking function, F (V ) : <‖S‖ → [0, 1]. A familiar linking function is the logistic

form underlying a multinomial logit regression and the learning models introduced in

chapter 1. The logistic form implies that ε follows a Type I Extreme Value distribution

and the difference εst − εs
′
t is distributed logistic (Luce and Suppes, 1965; McFadden,

1974). However different distributions result in different linking functions which both

predict different substitution patterns across actions and allow temporal dependence

in the specification of Vt(s) (Train, 2009). In fact, the question of error specification
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in RUM hints at a broader issue.

A central theme in the stochastic choice literature has been the implication of the

stochastic specification on testing the underlying core theory. A broad comparative

study of stochastic models for binary discrete choices under risk by Wilcox (2008)

demonstrates that the specification of the stochastic element plays a crucial role in

both testing models and predicting choices. As Loomes and Sugden (1995) note,

“(A)lternative ways of modelling the stochastic element are not neutral with respect

to the hypotheses they entail, and future theoretical and empirical work should not

regard the stochastic specification as an ‘optional add-on’, but rather as an integral

part of every theory which seeks to make predictions about decision making under

risk and uncertainty.”

Consider the random preference (RP) model (Becker, DeGroot, and Marschak,

1963) as an alternative to RUM. In a RP model, a preference ordering is randomly

drawn from a set of possible orderings satisfying the core theory. While V is no

longer deterministic and stable over separate trials, choice is deterministic once V is

drawn, thus the core theory is never contradicted. While perhaps not obvious at first

glance, these two different specifications have implications for model selection. For

example, in choice under uncertainty the RP model predicts no violations of state-wise

dominance while a RUM would predict violations with positive probability. Recent

experimental work has rejected both RUM and RP models as able to exclusively

account for stochastic choice and suggests a combination of these existing models as

an avenue of research (Loomes and Sugden, 1998).

Not surprisingly, the implication of stochastic specification on testing theory is

also important in a strategic setting. Recall from chapter 1 that a quantal response
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equilibrium is derived from a random-utility model. Haile, Hortaçsu, and Kosenok

(2008) demonstrate that any empirical distribution of strategies can be a QRE if

we relax the assumption of i.i.d. errors to include error distributions that are either

independent or identical. A corollary to this argument is that the specification of

distribution has a clear impact on the predicted equilibrium.

In addressing the role neural data can play in this debate, Harrison (2008) argues

“...one needs some formal statement about how the deterministic prediction of the

theory translates into a probability of observing one choice or the other, and then

perhaps also some formal statement about the role that structural errors might play.

In short, one cannot divorce the job of the theorist from the job of the econometri-

cian, and some assumption about the process linking latent preferences and observed

choices is needed.... With structural noise parameters, and more flexible specifications

of the cumulative density function, one could allow a myriad of linking functions to

be data driven.”

A goal of this chapter is to provide some empirical foundations for the structural

error parameter ε using our model of the neural decision process. While there are

certainly sources of uncertainty in choice that lie outside the domain of neural noise we

are trying to capture with this model, modelling or measurement error being obvious

candidates, we argue that the decision process is inherently stochastic. Luce wrote

that choice is “best described” as being probabilistic; in this chapter, we attempt to

replace ‘best described’ with ‘is’.
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4.3 Noisy Neurons and Noisy Choices

The notion that noisy neurons leads to noisy behaviour is not a new one. In a related

dimension to stochastic choice, there is a strong empirical finding that reaction times

tend to follow a skewed distribution, with the reciprocal of reaction time following a

normal distribution. This was originally noted for the case of saccades originating in

the Superior Colliculus by Carpenter (1981). To account for this empirical finding,

Carpenter and Williams (1995) introduced the Linear Approach to Threshold with

Ergodic Rate (LATER) model of the decision process. The LATER model is a thresh-

old model in which a signal accumulates over time and executes a decision once it

crosses a threshold. Threshold models have found much traction in both behavioural

and neural studies of decision making (for a survey see Rangel (2009)).

A depiction of the model is presented in Figure 4.1. The innovation of LATER

was in varying the linear rate at which the decision signal accumulates. This results in

a distribution of threshold crossings which matches the empirical distribution found

in saccade studies. Randomness in timing translates into randomness in choice if we

have two decision signals competing against each other and execute the action that

is first to cross the threshold.

The LATER model has found some empirical support in studies of the Frontal Eye

Fields (FEF), an area of the frontal cortex which outputs to the Superior Colliculus.

In particular, Hanes and Schall (1996) find that saccade latency correlates with the

rate of rise of activity on a particular trial and not with its level. We should note

that since Hanes and Schall only measure single neurons in the FEF, the activity

on a trial is measured using a spike density function which convolves the spike train

with a kernel. The rate of this spike density function on a given trial is what they
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Figure 4.1: The LATER Model of a stochastic decision process. A decision signal
accumulates linearly in time and executes a decision when it crosses some threshold.
The rate is a normally distributed random variable yielding a skewed distribution of
reaction times.

correlate with latency. Averaging these spike density function over trials results in a

linear increase in activity.

The LATER model leads to the question of the source of the variability in the rate

of the decision signal. Carpenter (1999) surveys the behavioural and neural literature

on saccadic latency and concludes that “in conformity with the human [behavioural]

results, it seems that latency variation under high-contrast conditions is essentially

due not to noise entering sensory pathways and messing up the detection process, but

to something actually introduced by the brain. The randomness of reaction times is,

in other words, the result of a process of deliberate, gratuitous randomization by a

neural process within the brain itself - a sort of neural roulette wheel.” So how does

this neural roulette wheel arise?

The neurons in our brain communicate by means of discrete binary electrical
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impulses, or spikes. Everything we sense is converted into a sequence of spikes (or

spike train), and a spike train causes every action. However there is no one-to-one

mapping between an event in the real world and a spike train. Instead, the same

event will generate different spike trains which vary significantly in their inter-spike

interval (ISI), while maintaing a reproducible average spike rate (Softky and Koch,

1993). As a result, it is held that the spike rate carries information, averaged over

time and/or multiple neurons, while the sequence or timing of spikes is treated as

noise (Shadlen and Newsome, 1994, 1995; Rieke, Warlan, de Ruyter van Steveninck,

and Bialek, 1997; Shadlen and Newsome, 1998).

The distribution of neural spike timing is most often modeled using a renewal

process (e.g.: Poisson). This distribution is a consequence of the mechanism a neuron

uses to integrate its input from other neurons (Shadlen and Newsome, 1998). Neural

networks are highly interconnected, and many of these connections are localized to

nearby neurons which share physiological properties, thus inputs. As a result they

are all more likely to be active in close temporal proximity and high interconnectivity

increases the activity of nearby neighbours further, leading to a cascade which can

quickly overwhelm the network. This is a problem of gain control, or how to model

a neuron which balances hundreds of spike inputs for every spike output.

Shadlen and Newsome (1998) demonstrate that a simple “integrate-and-fire” spik-

ing mechanism which balances excitatatory and inhibitory input addresses the gain

control issue, resulting in a spike train which follows a renewal process. Importantly,

noise is not intrinsic to their model neuron; the resulting distribution is a result of the

calculation the neuron performs on its noisy inputs. However the resulting spike train
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is not simply a reflection of noisy input signals. The mechanism effectively random-

izes more structured input and structures noisier input. Thus a series of connected

neurons stabilizes the variance of successive spike trains generating a renewal process

with a spike rate proportional to the average of its inputs.2

This result allows us to clarify Carpenter’s statement on the neural origin of

behavioural variation. The observation that choice latency is not due to noisy sensory

input may be slightly off the mark. Shadlen and Newsome demonstrate that noise

need not originate in the neuron, instead a noisy input signal can be amplified (or

supressed) by a neural network which outputs according to a renewal process. In this

sense, Carpenter was correct and the brain does introduce a randomization process.

As we have seen, a neural randomization process could serve particularly useful

in the context of a strategic game. Soltani, Lee, and Wang (2006) propose a neural

implementation of a reinforcement learning algorithm which models the neuron at

the bio-physical level based on the stochastic architecture in Wang (2002). The

primary features of this architecture are two populations of excitatory neurons which

compete against each other through inhibitory feedback. The goal of their study

is to demonstrate how neurons can implement a reinforcement learning algorithm,

and they find their model can account for many of the behavioural results found by

Barraclough, Conroy, and Lee (2004) and Lee, Conroy, McGreevy, and Barraclough

(2004).

Though Soltani, Lee and Wang do not address the neural data directly, they do

provide simulations of spike sequences which generate the choices. We reproduce

them in Figure 4.2. Sequences are simulated for two targets (red and blue), and

2While the variance of single neurons in series is lower than generally observed in datasets,
introducing correlation in input signals in a population of neurons addresses this issue.
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Fig. 6. Examples of neural activity in the decision-making network in 20 simulated trials. The left panels show the population activity of the neurons, and the spike
trains of example neurons in the two selective populations in trials in which the right population (red traces) wins the competition. Similarly the right panels show
the activity in trials in which the left population (blue traces) wins the competition. In these simulations the synaptic strength onto the right populations is set to
cR = 52%, and synaptic strength onto the left populations is set to cL = 48%.

We further quantified the probabilistic choice behaviour of
the network by computing the choice probability as a function
of different synaptic strengths, cR and cL . We found that
the choice probability is approximately only a function of
the difference between the synaptic strengths. This is shown
in Fig. 7, which shows, for three different overall synaptic
strengths, the probability of choosing the rightward target as
a function of the difference between the two synaptic strengths,
cR−cL . The choice probability as a function of the difference in
synaptic strengths can be fitted by a sigmoid (softmax) function.

PR = 1
1 + exp

�
− cR−cL

σ

� (6)

where PR is the probability of choosing the rightward target.
This is interesting because many models in reinforcement
learning (Sutton & Barto, 1998) and game theory (Camerer,
2003) assume such a decision criterion to map valuation to
action, and our model represents a neuronal instantiation of it.

The value of σ in Eq. (6) indicates the randomness of the
network’s choice behaviour, that is a larger value of σ denotes
a network with more random choice behaviour. In the model,
the value of σ is determined by the structure of the network
and the range of the actual difference in the overall currents
passing through the plastic synapses for the two populations of
excitatory neurons. For example, if the difference in the overall
synaptic currents fluctuates within a small range, then σ would

Fig. 7. Choice behaviour of the decision-making network as a function of the
difference in synaptic strengths. The choice probability is extracted from the
full network simulations (400 trials for each set of synaptic strengths). Different
symbols represent different sets of synaptic strengths with different overall
synaptic strength cR + cL = 60% (plus), 100% (square), 140% (circle). The
red curve shows a sigmoid function fit to all data points (Eq. (6), σ = 21%).
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

be large and the model behaves stochastically. The overall
synaptic conductance (and similarly current) to each neuron is

Figure 4.2: Simulated spike rate sequences reproduced from Soltani, Lee, and Wang
(2006). Sequences are simulated for two targets (red and blue), and trials in which
the red target was selected are depicted.
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trials in which the red target was selected are depicted. The red spike sequences

appear to increase in activity, converging towards some level and then maintaining a

stationary distribution, while the blue sequences decay due to inhibition. Therefore

the stochastic spike activity which determines the choice takes place quite early in

the trial, and the spike sequences follow stationary dynamics. We will see evidence

in the following sections that contradict these spike train dynamics.

4.4 Neural Decision Model

From a behavioural standpoint, the basic premise of our model is rather simple: when

the relative difference in action valuation is high, the decision maker is more likely

to choose the option with highest value. One of the contributions of this model is in

explicitly stating how this action value is represented in the spike rate of neurons. In

turn, this allows us to measure action value.

The bulk of the evidence that neurons encode a valuation signal can be found in

chapter 3, however for our present purposes it is useful to review some of the data

from our matching pennies experiment. Figure 4.3 re-analyzes the data in Figure 3.4,

segregating the spike activity of the recorded neurons depending on the monkey’s

choice in that trial. As we noted earlier, trials in which the monkey chose In were

preceded by an increase in neural activity corresponding to the In target before the

choice was made. An economic model would similarly infer that the monkey’s val-

uation of In was higher than Out on such trials. This was the initial hint that SCi

neurons were encoding an action valuation which causes choice.

However, this figure also demonstrates some interesting features of the neural

decision process that will help us construct our neural decision model. During the
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Figure 4.3: SCi activity for all neurons segregated by choice for both monkeys. The
percentage of spikes in the sample at every 1ms interval is reported, and spike activity
is aligned on target onset. Each neuron is associated with the In target. The blue
and purple lines denote the mean saccadic response time (SRT) for either choice. The
histogram at the bottom of the plot reveals the distribution of SRT for choosing In.
Spike data is composed from 10340 trials from 54 neurons for Monkey H and 4603
trials from 24 neurons for monkey B.
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early portion of the trial (0 < τ < 750), activity gradually ramps up before target

onset leading to the saccade. This is the portion of the trial we refer to as a race

between neural signals for competing targets. Not only is activity higher on trials in

which the monkey chose In, this separation of the signals occurs earlier in the trial.

This pattern is particularly stark for monkey H, but also apparent later in the trial

for monkey B.

At time T = 750, the sensory information of both targets appearing has reached

the SCi, and we observe a burst of activity on both In and Out trials. For modelling

purposes, the onset of target represents the end of our race. The similar magnitude

of these bursts from baseline suggests that the sensory information carries with it no

relative valuation and is the same for both targets and monkeys. After the arrival

of the sensory burst, the activity reaches a peak when the monkey chooses In and

dissipates when the monkey chooses Out. This reflects the In neuron activity reaching

a threshold and executing an In saccade. When an an Out saccade is executed, In

neuron activity decays or is inhibited by Out neurons. Since we align the spike

activity on target onset, we observe a distribution of saccade latencies in time similar

to Carpenter (1981). If we aligned the spike activity on the saccade, much higher

spike activity would be evident.

Finally, we should note that the variance in the number of neurons which spiked

at τ increases throughout the race. We will see clearer evidence of this phenomenon

in section 4.5, but for now we begin our model of the neural decision process with the

distribution of spiking neurons.
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4.4.1 Distribution of Spiking Neurons

Neurons in the Superior Colliculus are organized in a topographical map which allows

us to associate a group of neurons with each action. We will assume that a group is

composed of a large number of neurons localized on a portion of this map. Within

a group, each neuron n ∈ {1, . . . , N} passes information by a discharge of electrical

current, or spike. A series of spikes over time constitutes a spike train which we index

with the time variable τ . Within a spike train, we model a spike at time τ with the

discrete random variable Yn,τ = 1, with Yτ representing the vector of spikes within

the group at τ . Each neuron fires according to a Bernoulli process with probability

pτ which can vary over time.3 For now, we assume that the timing of neurons firing

within a group is independent, so P(Yn,τ = 1) = pτ .

We are interested in modelling a (weighted) index, Zτ , of the number of neurons

which spiked at a point in time. This index is interpreted as both the integration of

activity within the group and the output to downstream motor neurons. It is weighted

to allow for the flexibility of some neurons within the group being more important in

determining the choice than others. Within a neural group, the contribution of each

neuron is weighted by wn, with
∑N

n=1 wn = 1. At any time τ , the number of neurons

which spiked is
∑N

n=1 Yn,τ , and our index is the (weighted) proportion of neurons in

the group which fired,

3This is a discrete time approximation of the non-homogenous Poisson process given in Rieke,
Warlan, de Ruyter van Steveninck, and Bialek (1997). Note that the Binomial distribution (sum of
Bernoulli random variables) approximates the Poisson when N is large and p is small, as is the case
here. The Bernoulli process shares the ‘strong renewal’ property with the Poisson process, though
its inter-spike interval is governed by the discrete geometric distribution rather than the continuous
exponential. As noted by (Shadlen and Newsome, 1998), the varaince we assume for our renewal
process is lower than found in empirical studies.
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Zτ =
N∑
n=1

wnYn,τ ∈ [0, 1]. (4.4)

Therefore Zτ is a random variable with a (weighted) binomial distribution with

expectation E [Zτ ] =
∑N

n=1 wnE [Yn,τ ] = pτ
∑N

n=1 wn = pτ and variance σ2(pτ ) =

1
N
pτ (1− pτ ). Note that when pτ = 0 or 1, Var(Zτ ) = 0.

If we define

ητ ≡ Zτ − pτ (4.5)

as the sampling error of our index about its mean resulting from the Bernoulli

processes Yτ , then the distribution of ητ is derived from the distribution of Zτ . This

error represents the proportion of neurons which spiked above or below the mean

spike rate of the group. Its distribution will be mean zero, though it will not be

symmetric for pτ 6= 0.5 with a degree of skew for large or small pτ .

4.4.2 A Race Between Neurons

We model a decision maker i who makes a choice of action si,t ∈ Si. Without loss

of generality, we assume there are only two players and only two actions for each

player Si = {In,Out}. The observed choices of both players in a trial is the vector

st ∈ S =
∏

i Si. The outcome of a choice yields a payoff π(si,t, s−i,t), where s−i,t is the

opponent’s choice.4 Each round the player observes their opponent’s chosen action

and receives the relevant payoff. The history of play observed up to time t, denoted

ξt ∈ Ξ, is the sequence of choices for both players observed through period t − 1,

4An alternative interpretation could be that s−i,t is a state of nature in an uncertain environment
and the distribution of s−i,t could be stationary or non-stationary.
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ξt = (s1, . . . , st−1).

On each trial, a player has a valuation of each of his actions, Ai(s, ξt; π) : S ×

Ξ → [0, 1], which is a function of the choice history of the game and parametrized

by the payoff function π corresponding to the payoff matrix.5 While we do not

explicitly specify the action valuation function Ai(s, ξt; π) at the moment, it can be

interpreted as an expected payoff given beliefs, or a learned valuation derived from

a reinforcement model such as EWA (Camerer and Ho, 1999). For simplicity, we

will normalize this function so that
∑

s∈S Ai(s, ξt; π) = 1, therefore Vi(s, ξt; π) =

Ai(s, ξt; π). Importantly, the specification of the action value function Ai(s, ξt; π) will

determine the equilibrium properties of the model.

As we have seen, stochastic choice models perturb action value each trial with an

error εst , and the player chooses the action with the highest perturbed action value.

Since all players in our model share the same decision process (though not the same

action valuations or noise terms), we will drop the i subscript for the remainder of

this section and lay out the model for a generic A and ε.

st = arg max
s

[A(s, ξt) + εst ] . (4.6)

The insight of the model is to ground the perturbation of action value in a neural

process underlying equation 4.6. In this sense, equation 4.6 is the reduced form for

our structural neural model. Within a trial t, we index the time period leading up to

the execution of a decision τ ∈ {1, . . . , T } as in the previous section.

We model choice as a race between competing neural groups associated with each

of the actions. The neural groups are racing in terms of the indices Zs
τ , the proportion

5We do not impose that this action valuation is a relative valuation, however it could be accom-
plished by normalizing with respect to the sum of all action values

∑
s∈S Ai(s, ξt;π).
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of neurons spiking at any point in the trial. Recall that the mean proportion pτ of

spikes is equal to the probability of a neuron spiking P(Y s
n,τ = 1). This probability

is modelled in equation 4.9 as a linear combination of action value and past spikes

reflecting the inputs it receives from neighbouring neurons within its group, from

competing groups, and from external brain areas.

Zs
τ = psτ + ηsτ (4.7)

= P(Y s
n,τ = 1) + ηsτ (4.8)

= A(s, ξt) + ΦY s
τ−1 + ΨY s′

τ−1 + ηsτ (4.9)

= A(s, ξt) + φZs
τ−1 + ψZs′

τ−1 + ηsτ . (4.10)

The race between competing neural groups is not fair, it is biased in favour of the

action with the higher action value, A(s, ξt). Action value is modelled as exogenous

input from external brain areas received by the SCi at every τ . The larger the value

for A(s, ξt), the larger the increment to the probability of firing at each interval τ . For

exposition we make it a deterministic quantity to emphasize the role of noise within

the computational unit itself.

The remaining two terms reflect the previous activity of the competing neural

groups on the probability of firing. The 1×N vector Φ, with element φn, weights the

previous period’s spikes from within the same group s. We restrict these weights to

be positive and
∑N

1 φn = φ ∈ [0, 1], a parameter which reflects the influence of past

spikes on the probability of firing. To account for the possibility that a competing

neural group s′ inhibits group s, the 1 × N vector Ψ, with element ψn, represents
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the magnitude of this inhibition. Similarly, the inhibition weights are restricted to be

negative and
∑N

1 ψn = ψ ∈ [−1, 0]. Since Ψ is not dependant on s, we assume that

all competing groups are symmetric in their inhibition.

The winner of the race is determined to be the neural group with the highest

spiking proportion at the time T the choice must be made.

st = arg max
s

[Zs
T ] . (4.11)

This assumption is made to mimic the target onset present in our saccade ex-

periment and simplifies the analysis, however the model is also compatible with a

threshold stopping rule.

Dynamics of Spike Trains

The weight sums φ and ψ turn out to have important implications for the dynamics

of the model. We will consider the cases where there is no inhibition from competing

groups ψ = 0.

If φ < 1, we have the familiar AR model in which Zs
τ converges to some distribution

around the stationary value A(s,ξt)
1−φ . An example of the race with φ = 0.95 is given in

Figure 4.4. In the simulations, the action values for both populations are equal, so

each group has the same exogenous inputs. In the first pane we observe the outcome of

a single simulation in which the Out series has won the race. The second pane shows

the average activity for both populations over all simulations, and we can observe

these series converging quite quickly to A(s,ξt)
1−φ . Note that these dynamics are similar

to those in Soltani, Lee, and Wang (2008). The third pane shows the average activity

over simulations of a single neuron from the population. This series is meant to match
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Figure 4.4: 100 simulations of staitionary neural race model (φ = 0.98). A(s, ξt) =
0.25 for both populations (Green and Blue). T = 750 represents the end of the race.
There is no inhibition between groups (ψ = 0). The first pane shows the series Zτ
for one simulation. The second pane gives the average Zτ over all simulations. The
third gives the average spike activity over all simulations for just one neuron in the
population.
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the properties of our dataset in section 4.5, but for now note that the variance of this

series is constant throughout the series.

However if φ = 1 the proportion Zs
τ fully depends on the previous average activity

of the group and the model takes on the properties of a non-stationary time series.

Specifically, Zs
τ becomes a random walk with drift term A(s, ξt). Simulations using

this parameterization are given in Figure 4.5. Since the model is non-stationary, the

average activity of Zτ does not converge to any value. In fact, the average activity

takes on a linear form due to the drift term, though the variance of activity around

this mean grows throughout the trial.

In both cases, there is a significant amount of trial-by-trial variation around the

simulation average. This is the crucial property of the model which generates variation

in the choice outcome on a given trial.

Generalization to Random Utility and the Distribution of Noise

Our model of the neural decision process can be reduced to a Random-Utility model

as in section 4.2. To see clearly how equations 4.7 and 4.11 yield equation 4.6, we can

solve equation 4.7 recursively at time τ = T . For now we maintain our assumption

of ψ = 0.

Zs
T = Zs

0 +
T −1∑
k=0

φkA(s, ξt) +
T −1∑
k=0

φkηsT −k. (4.12)

Notice that ZT is fully characterized by the exogenous action value signal A(s, ξt)

and the neural noise sequence ητ . If we define
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Figure 4.5: 100 simulations of non-stationary neural race (φ = 1). A(s, ξt) = 0.05
for both populations (Green and Blue). T = 750 represents the end of the race.
There is no inhibition between groups (ψ = 0). The first pane shows the series Zτ
for one simulation. The second pane gives the average Zτ over all simulations. The
third gives the average spike activity over all simulations for just one neuron in the
population.
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εsτ ≡
T −1∑
k=0

φkηsT −k, (4.13)

and set equal starting points (Zs
0 = z0,∀s), then our neural model generalizes to

the Random Utility model 4.6, restated:

st = arg max
s

[A(s, ξt) + εs]

Note that we now have a closed form for the distribution of εs given by equation

4.13 made up of a discounted sum of the neural error terms ηsτ . These terms are

neither independent, nor identically distributed. Recall from section 4.4.1 that ητ is

distributed Binomial with mean 0 and variance 1
N
pτ (1−pτ ). Now that we have made

pτ a function of previous spike activity, the variance of ητ depends on (ητ − 1, . . . , η0)

and A(s, ξt).

To investigate the distribution of εs further, we simulated 10000 population spike

sequences using our model with φ = 1 and equal action values. The distribution of εs

is plotted in Figure 4.6, and we can observe this distribution is highly skewed. Fitting

the simulated data to the generalized extreme value distribution GEV (µ, σ, k) yields

the parameter estimates in Table 4.1. Though we can reject the null hypothesis that

the distribution of εs is type I extreme value (k = 0), the value of k̂ is very close

to 0. Strictly speaking, εs appears to follow the type III extreme value (k < 0)

distribution. McFadden (1978) gives conditions on the joint distribution of ε which

yields choice probabilities that are consistent with utility maximization using the type

I distribution, but similar results do not appear to have been worked out for type III.

Recalling that logit probabilities result from the difference between εs and εs
′

being
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distributed logistic, we generated an additional 10000 simulations and plotted this

difference. The resulting distribution appears to be symmetric and has a sigmoidal

form.

However the distribution of εs is not i.i.d.; its variance depends on A(s). Recall

that the variance of ητ increases in pτ for pτ < 0.5. Since pτ increases in A(s), so

does the variance of εs, and this amounts to heteroskedasticity of known form in the

error. Wooldridge (2001) notes that the introduction of heteroskedasticity changes

the functional form of the linking function. We have not yet worked out this function

and the underlying distribution of εs, however we can identify some of its properties.

We simulated 10,000 population spike sequences with A(s) > A(s′), and we can

observe that the variance of εs−εs′ increases both when A(s) > A(s′) and when action

values are doubled. This means the distribution of choices changes in response to both

relative and absolute action values. Perhaps the closest interpretation in a RUM is

the contextual utility model (Wilcox, 2008), in which the range of possible outcome

utilities mediates the influence of V (s) − V (s′) on choice. Such a model introduces

no additional parameters into the stochastic specification since the range of utilities

are already specified up to a linear transformation. Recall from chapter 1 that the

predictions of a QRE equilibrium depend on the specification of the error variance:

moving away from an i.i.d error specification can rationalize any distribution. We

should note that our model goes a step further and specifies the variance as a function

of action values, quantities which we make observable in neural spike rates, yielding

a unique prediction. We will return to this point in our conclusion.
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Figure 4.6: Simulated distributions of εs and εs− εs′ for four sets of action values. In
the first set, the action values are equal. The second set has one action value twice
as large. The third and fourth sets scale the first two sets by two. All four sets lead
to a different variance in the simulated distribution.
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Table 4.1: Distribution Estimates for Simulated εs

GEV Parameter Estimates for εs

Parameter Estimate 5% Confidence Interval

A(s) = A(s′) = 0.001

µ -0.0178 -0.0185 -0.0171

σ 0.0317 0.312 0.0322

k -0.0188 -0.0336 -0.0039

A(s) = 0.0002, A(s′) = 0.0001

µ -0.0217 -0.0227 -0.0207

σ 0.0460 0.0453 0.0467

k -0.1148 -0.1271 -0.1025

A(s) = A(s′) = 0.0002

µ -0.0221 -0.0231 -0.0211

σ 0.0458 0.0451 0.0465

k -0.1113 -0.1234 -0.0991

A(s) = 0.0004, A(s′) = 0.0002

µ -0.0276 -0.0289 -0.0262

σ 0.0641 0.0631 0.0650

k -0.1664 -0.1752 -0.1577

Logistic Parameter Estimates for εs − εs′

Parameter Estimate 5% Confidence Interval

A(s) = A(s′) = 0.001
µ -0.0001 -0.0012 0.0010

σ 0.0315 0.309 0.0320

A(s) = 0.0002, A(s′) = 0.0001
µ -0.0009 -0.0021 0.0004

σ 0.0368 0.362 0.0374

A(s) = A(s′) = 0.0002
µ -0.0010 -0.0024 0.0004

σ 0.0420 0.0413 0.0426

A(s) = 0.0004, A(s′) = 0.0002
µ 0.0003 -0.0014 0.0020

σ 0.0495 0.0487 0.0503

Maximum Likelihood estimates of GEV distribution and Logistic
distribution using 10000 simulations of εs derived from equation 4.13
with φ = 1. Note that the mean of the GEV distribution is
µ− σ

k + σ
kΓ(1− k) where Γ() is the Gamma function.
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Introducing Inhibition

Relaxing the assumption that ψ = 0 yields a more complicated analysis due to the

coupling of the two neuronal populations. In addition to a given input A(s, ξt) and

noise term ηsτ influencing Zs
T directly through their own neural population dynamics

(governed by φ), there is also an “echo” effect from its inhibition of the competing

population (governed by ψ). For example, Zs
τ decreases Zs′

τ+1, which in turn decreases

Zs
τ+2. Though this echo effect dissipates since ψ ∈ [−1, 0], its effects on the dynamics

of Zs
τ remain to be examined and we leave this for future work.

Distribution of Choices

From equation 4.7, the neural group which wins the race is going to depend on two

things: the relative magnitudes of the action values A(s, ξt) and the noise vector ηs.

Figure 4.7 shows simulations for six pairs of action values ranging from equality to a

large relative difference. If the action values for both actions are equal A(In, ξt) =

A(Out, ξt), the random vector η fully determines the choice and we observe a 50/50

distribution of choices. When A(In, ξt) >> A(Out, ξt), then In is chosen with high

probability; for Out to win the race, ηOut must realize many large, positive draws. As

the relative difference in action values grows, the resulting probability of choosing In

approaches 1. Thus choice may appear to be deterministic though still generated by

a stochastic model. In fact, we can generate a distribution of choices with any mean

in (0,1) given the appropriate relative action values. Since we assume here that η is

independent over trials t, the resulting choice distribution is weighted Binomial.
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Figure 4.7: The simulated choice distributions resulting from neural decision model
for 6 action value pairs. The 4000 simulations were divided into blocks of 100 trials
in which the fraction of In choices is reported. The action values range from equal
to A(In) = A(Out) to A(In) >> A(Out).
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4.5 Measuring Action Value

The model in section 4.4.2 specifies how an action value A(ξt) influences the firing

rate of a group of neurons on a given trial. This enables us to examine how the action

value sequence Ast = A(s, ξt) evolves over the course of an experiment via the firing

rates of these neurons. To do so, we will use the spike train dataset from the strategic

task in chapter 3.

In principle, it would be relatively straightforward to estimate A(s, ξt) via Zs
τ if one

observed a large enough sample of the neurons in the group to confidently estimate

the proportion which fired. However our current dataset has the limitation that we

only observe a single neuron on any given trial, making Zs
τ virtually unobservable for

our purposes.

Along with the inability to sample over the group of neurons in a trial, we also

cannot sample over the 78 experiments. Since we only observe each history, ξt, once

in any experiment, and the choice and reward histories of each of the 78 experiments

are different, we essentially have 78 different Ast sequences. This leaves the trial

dimension as our only hope for constructing an estimate, requiring us to make an

additional approximation.

The intuition for our approximation is our evidence in section 3.3.3 that the in-

fluence of a previous trial decays over time. So instead of estimating an action value

sequence as a function of the full history of the game, we will estimate action values

only for the recent choice and reward history over the last k periods. Segregating

all of the trials in all 78 experiments into 22k histories will provide us the necessary

sample space to estimate 22k action value approximations and construct the sequence

Ãs = Ã(s, ξt,k), where ξt,k are the k trailing terms in the ξt history.
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The quality of the approximation depends on whether the lag length, k, is large

enough to capture the relevant history the decision maker used. To see intuition for

this, consider a simple autoregressive specification of A(s, ξt) with decaying influence

of events further back in time.6

A(s, ξt) =
t−1∑
j=1

ρjf(s, st−j) (4.14)

where 0 < ρ < 1 and f(s, st−j) represents the contribution of the t − jth choice

and reward outcome to action value. Our approximation Ã(s, ξt,k) is of similar form

except the summation is truncated at k lags instead of t− 1. Therefore the difference

between the true action value and our approximation is

t−1∑
j=k+1

ρjf(s, st−j). (4.15)

As k approaches t− 1 our approximation improves, however the degree to which

it improves depends on the AR parameter ρ. If ρ is small, then our approximation

can be quite good even for small k.

The choice of k must also be balanced with the sample size, as a large k means

22k histories in which to sort the neural sample. For this reason, we have assumed

k = 1 to ensure a large enough sample for the resulting four previous trial histories

h ∈ {In/Rew, In/NRew, Out/Rew, Out/NotRew}. (4.16)

Future studies will want to increase k as sample size allows to improve the ap-

proximation of A(s, ξt).

6Reinforcement learning models such as EWA can in turn be approximated by such a specification.
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Figure 4.8: SCi activity segregated by history for Monkey H. The spike counts are
presented as a proportion of trials with the same history.

Having segregated our spike train sample into the four histories, each of dimension

Th × T , it is instructive to analyze the average over our new trial dimension. Figure

4.8 shows the four series Z̃τ,h = 1
Th

∑Th
1 Y1,th,τ for Monkey H, where Y1,th,τ is the binary

spike variable for the neuron we observe.

For present purposes, there are three things to note about these series. First, the

In/Rew series yields noticeably higher activity throughout the race, meaning the In

neuron spiked more after the monkey chose In and was rewarded on the previous trial.

Activity in the Out/NotRew series is also slightly lower than the other series. This

provides some initial evidence that we are on the right track in searching for a value

estimate in these histories given our observations in chapter 3 using behavioural data.

Second, the rise in activity for all series appears to be linear with a break in trend
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around τ ≈ 300. As a result, our estimation strategy will have to take into account

this potential structural break. Third, the variance of the spike activity increases

throughout the race. As a result, these series demonstrate all of the characteristic

features of our non-stationary spike train dynamics in Figure 4.5, in contrast with the

dynamics in Figure 4.4. For this reason, we feel justified in imposing the assumption

that φ = 1 for our estimation.

There also appears to be interesting heterogeneity across monkeys in the evolution

of these spike series. Figure 4.9 shows the Z̃τ,h series for both monkeys after they are

smoothed by a spike density function for illustrative purposes. The series for Monkey

B exhibit a delayed ramping of activity, suggesting the break occurs later in the series,

and there is less separation between the four histories. However note that at the end

of the race T = 750, the ordering of the histories from highest to lowest matches for

the two monkeys: In/Rew is highest, followed by a tie for In/NotRew and Out/Rew,

followed by Out/NotRew.

4.5.1 Estimation of Break in Trend

As just noted, a break in trend appears to be present in the Z̃h
τ series for both monkeys.

The verification of this break is complicated by the fact that a standard Augmented

Dickey Fuller test on each of the eight series (four histories for two monkeys) does

not reject the null of a unit root. This is a well known anomaly of unit root testing

in the presence of structural breaks (Perron, 1989). To account for this, we test each

series for a unit root using an approach developed by Kim and Perron (2009) which

allows for a break at unknown time under both the null and alternative hypothesis.

This approach has the added feature that it will estimate the time of the break.
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Figure 4.9: SCi activity segregated by history for each monkey: Monkey H (solid
lines) and Monkey B (dashed lines). The spike series are smoothed by a spike density
function with an exponential kernel as in Hanes and Schall (1996).
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We test model A3 from (Perron, 1989) which includes a potential break in both

level and trend.

Z̃τ,h = ρZ̃τ−1,h + β1 + γ1Dτ + β2τ + γ2DTτ + ετ,h,

where Dτ = DTτ = 0 if τ < τb and Dτ = 1, DTτ = τ − τb if τ > τb. As we can

in Table 4.2, the null hypothesis that Z̃τ,h has a unit root (ρ = 1) is rejected for all

series, as we would expect when a stationary series contains a structural break. The

estimated break dates for monkey H fall within the interval [258,313] and for monkey

B within [460,512].

We see two potential interpretations of this break in trend. The first is that it

represents an urgency or timing signal, a “ready, set, ...” signal which is universal

across trials and adds a constant drift to each of the series. However, in the following

section we will see that the break appears to impact action value estimates for different

series, contradicting this view. The second interpretation is that there are multiple

brain areas sending different action value signals to the SCi to be integrated, and

the break represents a second signal arriving. Given the role the SCi plays in the

saccade circuitry as the final link before the pre-motor neurons (see chapter 3), and

the number of brain areas it receives input from, it would not be surprising that the

timing of multiple inputs is asynchronous.

4.5.2 Estimation of Action Value

Given our model of how valuation influences neural activity in section 4.4.2, we are

interested in measuring the relative valuations of each of the histories in our sample.

The dataset for each history consists of Th observations of a single neuron spike train
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Table 4.2: Estimates of Structural Break in Spike Rate

History (h)
Monkey H Monkey B

t-stat 5% CV τb t-stat 5% CV τb

In/Rew -20.64 -4.22 313 -15.46 -4.18 501

In/NotRew -6.61 -4.17 258 -26.70 -4.18 512

Out/Rew -17.97 -4.22 281 -27.76 -4.24 460

Out/NotRew -12.63 -4.22 312 -25.87 -4.18 491

The results from the Kim and Perron (2009) unit root test on Z̃τ,h.
The timing of the structural breaks τb are estimated for each series.

from the In target population. Each of the four histories will be estimated separately.

We will assume that Φ equally weights every neuron in the group, so φn = 1
N
, ∀n

and φ = 1. We will also assume no inhibition between competing groups (ψ = 0) as

we do not have a large enough sample of paired neurons, but see no reason why a

larger sample could not relax this assumption.

For each history, there are three parameters in the model (α1, α2, p0). The pa-

rameter p0 is the probability of firing at the beginning of the series. The drift term

parameters α1, α2 represent the exogenous input to the group, or action value, with

α2 reflecting the increase in activity after the structural break in the series. For each

monkey, we use the mean of the structural breaks estimated in section 4.5.1, τb = 291

for H and τb = 491 for B. While it would be possible for our model to estimate the

break date along with the trend parameters, we want to maintain the assumption

that the break date is the same for all series for comparative purposes. Maintaining

such an assumption would require estimating the parameters for all series at once,

imposing a computational headache we can avoid by using the results from section
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4.5.1.

The probability of a neuron n in trial t firing at time τ is:

pτ,t ≡ P(Yn,τ,t = 1 | Zτ−1,t) (4.17)

= α1 + 1[τ≥τb]α2 + Zτ−1,t (4.18)

where Zτ−1,t depends on p0 by means of recursion. However, as noted earlier we do

not observe Zτ−1,t so we cannot calculate pτ,t and enter it into the standard likelihood

equation.

LL(α1, α2, p0) =
T∑
t=1

T∑
τ=1

Y1,τ,t log pτ,t + (1− Y1,τ,t) log(1− pτ,t).

While we do not observe Zτ−1,t, our model does give us its distribution. Given

model parameters, this allows us to derive the distribution for pτ , in particular its

mean p̄τ , and we use this mean inside the log likelihood for all trials in the history.7

LL(α1, α2, p0) =
T∑
t=1

T∑
τ=1

Y1,τ,t log p̄τ + (1− Y1,τ,t) log(1− p̄τ ).

The derivation of p̄τ is as follows. Given the parameter p0, we know that Z0,t is

distributed Binomial with mean p0 and variance σ0 = 1
N
p0(1− p0). This gives us the

7Since we take the mean of pτ inside the log-likelihood, there is a degree of bias in the estimates
as noted in (Train, 2009). However we verified using monte-carlo simulations that the degree of this
bias is negligible. See (Train, 2009, p. 250) for intuition on why.
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distribution for p1,t, in particular its mean p̄1.

p1,t = α1 + 1[τ≥τb]α2 + Z0,t (4.19)

E0[p1,t] = α1 + 1[τ≥τb]α2 + E0[Z0,t] (4.20)

p̄1 = α1 + 1[τ≥τb]α2 + p0 (4.21)

where E0 is the expectation at time τ = 0.

Recall that p1,t is the mean of Z1,t. ThereforeE1[Z1,t] = E1[E0[Z1,t]] = E0[E1[Z1,t]] =

E0[p1,t] = p̄1 and Z1,t is distributed Binomial with mean p̄1 and variance σ1. This

allows us to derive the distribution of p2,t similarly.

p2,t = α1 + 1[τ≥τb]α2 + Z1,t (4.22)

E1[p2,t] = α1 + 1[τ≥τb]α2 + E1[Z1,t] (4.23)

p̄2 = α1 + 1[τ≥τb]α2 + p̄1 (4.24)

Continuing this calculation, p̄τ is given by:

p̄τ = α1 + 1[τ≥τb]α2 + p̄τ−1

= p0 +
τ∑
1

(
α1 + 1[τ≥τb]α2

)
.

A simulated distribution of pτ,t and its mean p̄τ are depicted in Figure 4.10. Given

the dynamics of the model, p̄τ is a function of model parameters with the property

that it is linear in time. Also note that the variance of pτ,t, thus Zτ,t, increases in

time. This is a result of the non-stationary dynamics introduced when φ = 1.
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Figure 4.10: Distributions of pτ,t for three periods during the race, τ = 100, 350, 750,
from the simulations in section 4.4.2. The mean of these distributions, p̄τ (blue line),
is shown for all τ , and the variance increases in time. There is no structural break in
these simulations.
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Since p̄τ is just a function of model parameters, we use it inside our log-likelihood

function to estimate α1, α2, and p0. The results from this estimation are given in

Table 4.3, and the estimated parameters are used to generate a fitted p̄τ in Figures

4.11 and 4.12 for each monkey.

Table 4.3: Action value estimates for each history and both monkeys

History
Monkey H Monkey B

α1 α2 p0(%) α1 α2 p0(%)

In/Rew
.0035 .0052 0.78 .0007 .0096 1.19

(.0001) (.0002) (.02) (.0001) (.0003) (.03)

In/NotRew
.0024 .0051 0.77 .0012 .0074 1.10

(.0001) (.0002) (.02) (.0001) (.0003) (.03)

Out/Rew
.0022 .0054 0.70 .0012 .0079 1.08

(.0001) (.0002) (.02) (.0001) (.0003) (.03)

Out/NotRew
.0023 .0047 0.61 .0013 .0071 0.91

(.0001) (.0001) (.02) (.0001) (.0003) (.02)

For both monkeys, the estimates are largest for the In/Rew history, smallest for

the Out/NotRew history, and the In/NotRew and Out/Rew histories are statistically

indistinguishable from each other.

However, the estimates reveal that there is something peculiar about the In/Rew

history; the impact of the drift parameters in the In/Rew history occurs at different

points in the race, a phenomenon not observed in the other histories. For monkey H,

α1 is larger than the other series, and for monkey B it is α2. Note in Figure 4.11 that
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Figure 4.11: Model fit for Monkey H overlaid over SCi activity.

the separation in In/Rew activity takes place quite early in the trial, while in 4.12

the separation occurs within the final 100 ms. We can contrast these results with the

Out/NotRew history which appears to be lower due to a lower p0 and α2. Thus it

seems that action value signals reach the SCi at different times for different monkeys,

and the timing may even depend on the history. The first result is not surprising

given the heterogeneity in the time-course of the SCi activity between monkeys we

first observed in Figure 4.9. The second is more puzzling and may reflect interesting

spike dynamics within or even between the brain area(s) which send an action value

signal to the SCi. Particularly for Monkey H, higher action value signals are registered

earlier than lower action value signals.
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Figure 4.12: Model fit for Monkey B overlaid over SCi activity.
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4.5.3 Choice Simulations Using Neural Action Values

To get an idea of how well our neural decision model is working, we can simulate

choices using the neural action value estimates, a form of in-sample goodness-of-

fit exercise. In particular, we can simulate the number of Win-Stay or Lose-Shift

outcomes and compare these to the number we observed in the behavioural data

summarized in chapter 3. For instance, a Win/Stay outcome would be observed when

the monkey chose In after having chosen In and being rewarded, or choosing Out

after having chosen Out and being rewarded. We restrict our attention to modelling

the former set of outcomes under the assumption that they are symmetric, therefore

a potential Win/Stay outcome constitutes a race between an In neuron and an Out

neuron given the In/Rew history. Since we observe activity for the In neuron, we use

the In/Rew action value for the former, but we don’t have an action value for the Out

neuron given the In/Rew history. Instead, we again use the symmetry assumption

and use the Out/Rew action value from the In neuron. A similar approach is taken

for Lose-Switch outcomes, as seen in Table 4.4.

We simulated 2000 choices using the neural race model with the winner determined

by the neural group with the highest activity at the end of the race. The resulting

spike sequences for the Win-Stay simulations are presented in Figure 4.13. In the

first pane we observe a simulation in which the In target was selected, though the

outcome was highly contested and decided late in the trial. In the second pane, we

see the simulation averages of these sequences demonstrating the higher action value

estimates for In/Rew. The third pane shows the binned spike activity for only one

neuron from each simulation (trial). This series is meant to replicate the sampling

procedure we use in electrophysiological recording, and we can note that the series
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Table 4.4: The relation between histories and neural action val-
ues to Win-Stay/Lose-Switch choice outcomes.

Win-Stay

Neuron In
vs.

Out
=

In

History In/Rew In/Rew Out/Rew

Lose-Switch

Neuron In
vs.

Out
=

In

History Out/NotRew Out/NotRew In/NotRew

dynamics closely resemble our neural dataset. In particular, the series has linear

dynamics (with a break) and the variance of this series increases in time due to the

non-stationary model dynamics (see Figure 4.10.)

The choice results from our simulations are presented in Table 4.5. For both

monkeys, the number of simulated Win-Stay outcomes are greater than 0.5 yielding

a Win-Stay bias, but to a smaller degree than observed in the behavioural data. The

In/Rew estimates are not large enough relative to Out/Rew. Similarly for Lose-Switch

outcomes, the model under-predicts the observed data due to the low estimates for

Out/NotRew.

Taking another look at the estimates in Table 4.3, much of the difference between

Out/NotRew and In/NotRew is due to the initial probability p0 being lower for

Out/NotRew. One might suspect that if we used the difference in Zτ from the start

of the trial this would bring our Lose-Switch results to a 50/50 split by ignoring the

influence of the starting proportion and loading all of the result onto α1 and α2. We

investigated this by re-simulating choices using the difference in activity between the
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Table 4.5: Choice simulations using neural action value estimates for both
monkeys.

Monkey H Monkey B

Data
Simulated

Data
Simulated

Z750 Z750 − Z0 Z750 Z750 − Z0

Win-Stay
0.636 0.600 0.583 0.621 0.558 0.542

(0.007) (0.002) (0.002) (0.011) (0.002) (0.002)

Lose-Switch
0.495 0.452 0.471 0.516 0.472 0.493

(0.006) (0.002) (0.002) (0.009) (0.002) (0.002)

The behavioural results are taken from chapter 3. The results using the level of Zτ
at the end of the race to determine the winner are presented in column Z750. The
results using the relative increase in Zτ activity are in column Z750 − Z0. Standard
errors were calculated using the variance of binomial distribution for the proportion
of simulations.

start and the end of the race to determine the winner. While the number of predicted

Lose-Switch outcomes increases, suggesting the initial proportion p0 is responsible for

about half of the gap between our simulated choices and the data, we can reject the

null hypothesis that it reaches 50/50 for both monkeys. However using the relative

increase in activity of the race decreases the performance of the Win-Stay simulations

since the estimates for p0 are higher for In/Rew.

Although our choice predictions as simulated yield predictions that are statistically

different from our behavioural data, we should note that all of these simulations

were performed using the action value estimates in Table 4.3, but not taking into

account the variability in those estimates. Simulations which used the distribution of

parameter values would lead to increased variability in the choice predictions.
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4.6 Conclusion

A traditional economic model of stochastic choice infers a ranking of objects from

observed choices, but allows a degree of error in the best response to this ordering. As

a result, random utility models predict choice probabilistically. Our neuroeconomic

model of the decision process takes the quantities hypothesized by random-utility

models literally, making both the values of possible actions and the distribution of

noise observable in the spike rates of neurons.

We model choice as the result of a competition between groups of noisy neurons

and this competition is biased by the decision maker’s valuation of each action. Value

is modelled as exogenous neural input from other brain areas involved in the valuation

process, therefore the value of each action becomes observable in the spike train for

both chosen and unchosen actions. This allows us to measure neural action values

using a dataset of SCi spike trains while monkeys play a version of the matching

pennies game.

Our measure is limited in an important way due to the recording techniques

used to construct the dataset; since we only observe a single neuron per trial we are

unable to estimate a neural valuation for each trial. To account for this limitation,

we group trials with the same one-period history and measure an approximation of

action value for each of these histories. We find that spike trains, binned over trials

within a history, exhibit a linear increase in activity in which action value determines

the rate of increase. Interestingly, our results suggest that action value arrives at

different points in the decision process, potentially representing action value input

from separate regions which output to the SCi. Our neural measures of action values

exhibit temporal dependence over trials that match results from our behavioural study
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in chapter 3, and choice simulations using our neural model exhibit biases similar

to those found in our behavioural data. Multiple neuron recording techniques will

provide us with the opportunity to measure action value on each trial and improve

its performance in predicting behaviour.

The topographic layout of the SCi makes it an ideal candidate for deriving a neural

action value measure allowing us to associate a neuron with a target in visual space,

and our model was designed with this feature in mind. However our model need not

be solely a model of the SCi. Any brain area which codes action value signals, such as

the FEF, can be similarly modelled. Interestingly, if we replace the value of actions

with the value of goods, we see no reason our model cannot be adapted to goods-

based decision making in the Orbito-Frontal Cortex as suggested by Padoa-Schioppa

and Assad (2006).

Although our model addresses the neural decision process, how valuation signals

are represented in neural spikes and the interaction of these signals which generate

a choice, we abstract away from some features of this process familiar to neuroscien-

tists. We do not model neural networks, neurons are not directly connected to other

neurons. Instead, we model what we refer to as “aggregate” spike relationships, the

probability of observing spikes depending on how many previous spikes have been

observed. This abstraction allows us to focus on the aggregate statistics of our spike

train sample, in particular the linear increase of spike activity and the increase in

spike variance observed prior to a saccade execution. We find that a model with

non-linear spike dynamics, in which the probability of a neuron firing is a function of

the proportion which previously fired, generates spike sequences that closely match

our aggregate spike data: spike trains are both linear and have increasing variance.
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Since we only observe one neuron per trial, we are unable to verify the trial-specific

predictions of our model. Again, multiple neuron recording techniques will allow us

to do so, but the aggregate dynamics we identify presently should provide guidance

for models with more physiological detail.

Noise in our model is generated within the neuron itself as a consequence of

the neural firing mechanism and modelled as a Poisson renewal process. Our neural

model generalizes to a random-utility model in which the distribution of value pertur-

bations is derived from the distribution of neural spikes. We find that the resulting

value perturbations appear to follow an Extreme Value Type III distribution, and

the distribution of the difference in perturbations is symmetric. However we cannot

confirm that the model generates logit choice probabilities of the form commonly en-

countered in the discrete choice literature due to an interesting property; the variance

of these perturbations depends on the level of action value.

The specification of the action value function A(s, ξt) between actions and over

trials is the crucial link in determining the equilibrium properties of choice in our

model. We observed that equal action values generate a 50/50 distribution, but as

action values grow further apart more asymmetric distributions result. As a result,

our model of the neural decision process can generate any ratio of choices in (0,1).

The temporal dependence in the choice sequence also depends on the specification

of A(s, ξt) over trials. For instance, seemingly deterministic choice sequences with

significant temporal dependence can be generated by action values that differ greatly

in magnitude and fluctuate from one extreme to the other over trials.

However it is not just the relative values of A(s, ξt) which matter. The variance

of ε plays an important role in determining the choice distribution. As this variance
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grows, the resulting choice distribution approaches a 50/50 ratio. This is a property

of all RUM models, in chapter 1 we saw that QRE varied its equilibrium prediction

depending on the variance of its error distribution, approaching 50/50 as the variance

went to infinity and the NE as the variance went to zero. This variance was fit as a

free parameter using the distribution of choices, and the cardinality of the expected

utility QRE takes as argument only matters relative to this variance. However in our

neural model, the variance is tied to the absolute level of action value which means

ε is no longer i.i.d. This has an important implication. As Haile, Hortaçsu, and

Kosenok (2008) note, relaxing the i.i.d assumption has severe consequences for QRE

as a predictive tool using behavioural data. The expanded set of distributions and the

free variance parameter means any choice distribution can be rationalized. However

in our model, the neural action values, quantities we observe in our dataset, fully

determine the distribution of choices including the curvature of the best response.

The simplest way for our model to predict a distribution of choices is to just

maintain a constant ratio of action values over trials. For instance if we define action

value as expected utility and assign equilibrium beliefs, our model is simply a neural

incarnation of QRE with a defined variance. Each trial a player has a constant

action value that generates a stationary choice distribution, and this distribution is

in equilibrium. However as we saw in our experimental dataset, action value appears

to change depending on the history of the game, yet can still yield an equilibrium

ratio. Both monkeys had a significant Win-Stay bias, evident both in behaviour and

in the estimates of neural action value, yet maintained a 50/50 choice ratio. From

this we can infer that the sequence of action values which generated the choices has
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significant temporal dependence due to the monkeys updating their valuation trial-

by-trial. Given the laboratory behaviour of human subjects, it is not a stretch to

speculate there is a similar form of temporal dependence in their neural action values.

These players are exhibiting dependence in choice because of changing valuations, not

because of an inability to randomize (Shachat, 2002). By no means does this require

that humans and monkeys exhibit the same behaviour, only that whatever temporal

dependence is present is a result of the action value sequence being used by either

species.

In fact, there is reason to suspect that the specification of A(s, ξt) is also het-

erogeneous within species. With respect to the EWA specification, we saw evidence

of this in monkeys in chapter 3, and Ho, Wang, and Camerer (2008) find evidence

for humans. The fact that professional subjects in their natural environment exhibit

temporal independence in their choices is even more telling. One explanation might

be that professionals have serially uncorrelated action value sequences. More likely,

the degree of this correlation is small enough relative to the size of their action values

(therefore the variance ε) that it gets lost in the noise and our statistical tests cannot

pick it up. The latter interpretation is more plausible because it allows for the players

to be actively monitoring the history of the game and updating their action values.

This is important in case an opponent’s play deviates far enough from an equilibrium

strategy for a player to notice and exploit. One would not expect a professional soc-

cer player to blindly play an equilibrium distribution like some automaton in the face

of an obviously predictable opponent. An interview with American Major League

Soccer all-star Landon Donovan about a missed penalty that lost his team the MLS

championship puts this into context:
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Donovan: “[Goalies] study tape, they watch you, they know your man-

nerisms, they know the way you move, they know which side you like to go

to. So for me, I try to flip it, also know the goalie, know what his strengths

and weaknesses are. But then keep an eye on him as I’m approaching the

ball. . . ”

Donovan: “As I got there, I was actually going to go the way that he

dove. So in the last second when you change your mind like that, all I’m

doing is trying to get it somewhere the other way.”

Interviewer: “So that’s when it can be dangerous, when at the last

second, you change your mind and it ends up sailing over the crossbar

sometimes. . . ?”

Donovan: “Exactly.”8

These players are not taking penalties with constant action values. Action values

not only change over games through study or coaching, they may even be updated

as the player is taking the kick. Although Donovan seems to suggest that a penalty

kick has some sequential elements that a strict simultaneous game would rule out,

this simply reinforces the point that action values are not constant over trials. The

fact that all of this temporal dependence in the action value sequence still results

in equilibrium stochastic choice is a monumental feat of the decision process in our

brains. All of us are equipped with a “neural roulette wheel”, in the right context

and with enough experience this roulette wheel manifests in our choices.

8Excerpt from an interview with Bill Simmons of ESPN.com, Novermber 26, 2009.
http://sports.espn.go.com/espn/page2/story?page=simmonsnflpicks/091125.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

“...[A]ll theory is an abstraction from reality.... A good theory ab-

stracts from reality in a useful way; a bad theory does not.”

-Lipsey (1983)

For much of the 20thC, the majority of economists have operated under the pre-

sumption that value is both unobservable and unnecessary for constructing and testing

economic models. If two competing theories, one which posits relationships amongst

neural variables and one which does not, lead to no appreciable difference in choice

prediction, from the standpoint of economic theory they are equivalent theories and

their differences have no economic relevance. However we still have much to learn

about decision-making and choice is not our only source of information about how

decisions are made. Neuroeconomic modelling provides us with an alternative means

of characterizing the choice process, literally interpreting economic variables as ob-

servables in the brain in order to provide insight into choice behaviour. In this sense,

neuroeconomics is not a direct challenge to mainstream economic methodology, it
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is an expansion of economic theory into a new realm, one which can in turn give

valuable insight into how to construct economic models.

Perhaps the most obvious economic variable to have a neural representation is

value itself. In a variety of choice tasks, previous work has documented neural activity

in multiple areas of the brain that is correlated with both choices and behaviourally-

established components of value such as reward, delay, risk, and history (Schultz,

Dayan, and Montague, 1997; Barraclough, Conroy, and Lee, 2004; Dorris and Glim-

cher, 2004; Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, 2006; Preuschoff, Bossaerts, and Quartz, 2006;

Kable and Glimcher, 2010). Similarly, we establish that neurons in the SCi predict the

choice of saccade direction in a strategic interaction and correlate with behaviourally-

derived valuations from the EWA model of learning for both chosen and unchosen

actions. We take this as evidence that the SCi receives valuation signals as input

that are used to choose between actions. However this thesis goes a step beyond such

work and measures value directly for each action in a strategic game.

In zero-sum games with a unique mixed strategy equilibrium players face two op-

posing incentives. Their first incentive is to best-respond to an inferred valuation of

their strategies, potentially exploiting any predictability in their opponent. However,

in doing so, their play becomes predictable itself; they have an additional incentive to

play the game unpredictably. This tradeoff between best-response and unpredictabil-

ity is ultimately what determines the equilibrium properties of behaviour we observe

in such games. The empirical evidence suggests that how a player makes such a trade-

off, or how their valuation responds to the history of the game, is highly dependent

on their ability, their experience, or the context in which they are playing the game.

Non-professionals in the laboratory exhibit significant temporal dependence in their
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choices, while highly trained professionals, selected for their ability in such games,

exhibit purely stochastic behaviour. We argue the disparity in this behaviour stems

from the relationship between valuation and the stochastic nature of choice.

Our model of the neural decision process suggests that choice is a stochastic pro-

cess; it is implemented by noisy networks of neurons that yield stochastic outcomes.

The distribution of choice is determined by action values, quantities which are ob-

servable in the spike rates of neurons, and the distribution of neural noise. As a

result, our model generalizes to a random-utility model, in which both value and the

distribution of noise are observable quantities, and can generate any ratio of choices

including the Nash or Quantal-Response equilibrium prediction. We find that the

distribution of noise is best-fit by an Extreme Value Type III distribution and its

variance is dependent on the observed action values. This means the model makes

a unique equilibrium prediction in the face of a relaxed error specification (Haile,

Hortaçsu, and Kosenok, 2008).

Often choice appears deterministic, containing significant temporal dependence

and patterns that dominate its stochastic nature. This phenomena remains even if

players are given the explicit option to randomize (Shachat, 2002). Therefore it is not

an inability to generate stochastic sequences which generates temporal dependence,

but the history-dependent valuations. The modelling of how valuations are deter-

mined by history and updated by new information, or learning, is thus the crucial

link in explaining choice in a strategic environment.

Since our neural decision model makes these valuations observable in neural spike

rates, we can move from a discrete measure of value where only ordering can be

inferred to a continuous measure where value is observed for all potential actions.
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This means we can observe the process by which value is updated in response to

new information. We presented an example of how such a continuous measure can

improve the econometric performance of the EWA model for symmetric matching

pennies, but we should emphasize that a neural measure of action value holds greater

promise. Observing the trial-by-trial fluctuations in action value, and tying these

fluctuations to known, or as yet unknown, features of the history, player, or context

of the game is now within our reach. Caplin and Dean (2008) have suggested how we

might go about testing a component of the neural learning process using an axiomatic

approach, but a full model has yet to be worked out.

In trying to build a model of economic phenomena, the modeller is always faced

with the decision of how much abstraction from reality is necessary or useful. The

modeller may well arrive at the right balance, identifying the appropriate assumptions

and linkages between variables through brilliant introspection or a strong dose of

common sense, and arrive at a model that is both falsifiable by the relevant data and

makes successful predictions. Or they might not. Neuroeconomists have identified

neural activity which appears to encode the familiar components of economic models.

Where these neural variables diverge from existing theory is a vital clue as to the role

of other, yet unexamined factors. While there is no a priori reason that an economic

decision model must include neural variables, a better understanding of the cognitive

processes underlying decisions is fruitful ground for constructing theories of decision

making.
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